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I 
PRSFA·�E 
The story of the Ind1an trade in Illinois belongs . 
to a wide variety of subjects dealinB with the front1er. 
The Indian trader emerges as one of those many heroic fi-
gures that have gi.,1en much of the romance to the history of 
the Nest. The process of the �est, as created by Frederick 
Jackson Turner, took the fur trader and put him in the 
wildernass as the van.:;uard of civili"zation. 
During the eig�teenth and early nineteenth centuries, 
Illinois was in the center of the West. The Indian trade 
played an i�portant role in the growth of the econo�1c a�d 
political history of Illinois. My theme is the competition 
arr.ong nations for supremacy over tc:ie Indian trade. �·1y inter-
est is in what process and by what means nations tried to 
control an economically a dvantageous area. The purpose here 
is to explore the methods used by countries to foster tbe 
growth and development of the Indian trade and the various 
outcomes of these methods on those involved. The availability 
of resource material is overwhelming. The volumes of gove!n­
ment documents , letter and rec·ord boolcs of various fur 
trading companies, journals, and earlier works are in co::i-
siderable number. This work is only one attempt to charac-
terize the nature of the trade in Illinois. 
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CH.APTER I . 
THE ·FORMATIVE- YEARS 
The early history o f  fur trading within the present 
boundaries of  the state of Illinoi s  has as i t s  roo ts  the . 
exploration and colonization of the interior o f  North 
America by France.  The French envisioned building a v�s t 
amount .of trade with those Indian tribe s living .in the 
Illinoi s  country. 
The opening of the Illinois country began with the 
explorations o f  two Frenchmen, a Jesuit missionary, 
Father Jacques Marquette .and a fur trader, Loui s  Jollie t.  
By t�aversing the many portages between. the Great Lake s 
and the smaller rivers located nearbf, and by using th�se 
to reach the Mi ssissippi River ,  Marque tte  and Jolliet es­
tablished contact with the Indians of  the Illinois Rive r .  
As a consequence , a growing trade began w1�h these tribes. 
In 1672, Marquette and Jollie t reported their discov-
eries to the governor o·f Canada, Louis · de Buade , comte de  
Frontenac . Frontenac,  who probably had visions o f  becoming 
an empire-builder, sought to use  the Indian trade in 
Illinoi s  as the economical foundation of a New France •. 1 
1 
· c1arence W . Alvord , The Illinoi s  Country, 1673-1818,, . .  
in The Centennial His tory of  Illinoi s ,  I (Chicago , 1922), 
69.-
2 . 
Such a trade would spell prosperity for France and assure 
French control of the Mississippi. To implement his plan 
to build a great fur monopoly, Frontenac secured the in-
terest o f  two traders, Robert cavalier ,  sieur de la Salle , 
and his lieutenant,  Henri de Tonti . 2 From 1 675 until 1 696,  
La Salle , and after his death, Tonti , carried on a pro­
fitable trade with the Indians . 3 To be able to supply the 
Indians with the articles they wante d , . La Salle built 
Fort Crevecourer near the present · site of Peoria. This fa-
cility served as a trading post for French dealings with 
the Indians who trekked overland or came down the Illinois 
River in their canoes .  In addition , by coming down Lake 
I Michigan to the Chic�go River ,  canoeing up that river ,  �nd 
portaging to the Des Plaines River, thence to the Illinoi s ,  
French voyaguers established themselves along the Illinois 
River and i:ts tributari.es to trade with the interior In­
dians. 
In 1 682, La Salle built anothe+ post at the natural 
fortress of Starved �ock. Here , Fort St .  Louis served as 
a resting place and trading factory for voyaguers coming 
from New France and going to the lower Illinois .  Likewise , 
2 
For a biography of Governor Frontenac see William 
D. Le Seur, Count Frontenac ,  (New York, 1 926 ) .  
3 
Ray A. Billington , Westward Expansion - A His tory of 
� American Frontier ,  2
.
d ed . , {New York, 1960T, 108-109:-
3 
the new po st was a depo t where the Illinoi s ,  Wea ,  Alvoki , 
Piankashaw; Shawnee , and Miami traded monthly.4 During 
the winter of  1 690 and into the next year, Tonti and La 
Forest ,  Tonti ' s  pa�tner, rebuilt the post at Peoria, Fort 
Pimitou�, Which had been destroyed by La Salle's men due 
to discontent.5 This new post ,  and the previously buil t  
Fort St. Louis ,  re�ained a s  the only entrepots  in the 
Illinois country · until a fort was later established in 
' 
the vicinity of the junction of the Illinois and Mississippi 
rivers. 
During the last decade of the seventeenth century, 
several events forced the French government to change its  
policy toward the fur trade in Illinois  •. The outbreak of · 
King William's War in 1 689 between England and France· 
threw the Indian trade into turmoil  as each side sought 
Indian allies. The war clos�d French marke ts and lowered 
the prices of  furs. Th� crown, hoping to win over the 
tribes of  the Illinois country , ordered Governor Frontenac 
to abandon all the western posts and recall all trading 
contrac ts . 6 This move was aimed at lessening the corrupt 
4 
A lvord, The Illinois Country, 89. 
5 
Joseph Wallace , The History of Illinois and Loui siana 
Under the French �ule embracing � general view of  the 
French Dominion in North America with some account of  the 
English Occupation of  Illinois (Cincinnati ,  1893) , 1 98-1 99. 
6 -
Louise P. Kellogg, ed., Ea)ly Narratives of the North­
west - 1 634-1 699 (New York, 1 9 1 7  , 343-346 and 359:--
influence o f  the many independent traders who carried on the 
fur trade. Al though no t pleased with the order, �overnor 
Frontenac revoked �ost o f  · the permits except tho se o f  Tonti 
and La Fore s t .  3oth of the se men had a powerful influence 
with the Illinoi s  Indians and could there fore , diplomatical-
ly win their allegiance . to Prance . Still , the reduction o f  
permits to other traders greatly diminished the trade to a 
bare minimum until 1697. 
The Jesuits pressured the crown for many years to 
change its policy o f  granting permi t s .  The Black Robes had 
been in the Illinoi s  country long before the traders , and 
they felt the voyaR;uer and the coureurs de bois interfered 
with Je suit teachings and misled their convert s . 7 In addi-
tion , the Jesuits at various ti�es-traded with the Indian s ,  
and therefore , resented competition. 
With the threat o f . English traders frora Albany , New. 
. . 
York �oving .acro ss  the .mo.untains. and dov.rn the Ohio River to 
. . the Illino is country, Louis XIV repealed the order and r�-
opened the interior to French . traders.  The year 1700 brought 
a great influx o f  fur .traders into the Great Lakes region 
and a new trading warehouse built at Mackinac Islan d . 8 
7 
Francis Parkman , La Salle and the Discovery o f  the 
Great W e s t ,  France and England in .America ,  I II' (Bos ton , 
1 908 ) , 1 o4. - -
8 
Adam Shortt and Arthur G.  Doughty,  e ds . , Canada and Its 
Provinces : a his tory o f  . the Canadian ueonle and their iriStitU� tion s ,  ��hundred ·associates (Toronto , 1 914) ,  I I ,  490-95. 
.J 
Jy the beginning o f  the e iehteenth century, explor­
ers and traders secured control o f  the Louisiana territory 
for Prance,  and consequently, Pierre le Moyne d " Iberville 
was placed in control o f  the area in 1698. As a re sult o f  
the French foothold on the lower Mis sissipp i ,  their traders 
could now vascillate between the Great Lakes and the Gul f .  
But this was n o t  enough. The French realize d permanent 
occupation provided the only answer to keeping the Indians 
within the ir sphere o f  influence . Thu s ,  Ton t i ,  with a group 
o f  priests  from the Seminary o f  Foreign Missions began a 
s e t t lement at the Indian �illages o f  Cahokia on the Missis­
sippi near its confluence with the Illinois River. 9 The 
Jesui t s ,  who were working with the Kaskaskia Indians; moved 
below Cahokia ·and founded a mission c�lled Kaskaskia. 
The new commander a t  �ackinac Islan d ,  Antoine de 
La.mathe Cadillac, realiz�d the importance o f  the trade with 
. . 
the tribes o f  the northwe s t  and built a new post at De troi t  
in 1 70 1 . 1vith the death o f  Tonti ,in 1 704,  and La Fore st ' s  
re turn to Detroit in 1 705 , the Sieur de Liette  was le f t  in 
charge o f  the trad�ng enterprise .10 
9 
Reuben G. Thwaites, e d . ,  Je suit Relations and allied 
documents.  Trave ls and Explorations of the Jesuit Jl�ission·­arie s in New F ran ce1b10-170 1 (Clevelan d ,  1 904) ,  LXV I ,  
LXXIrr-;- 1 27 ,  129, 231 , and 255. 
1 0  
E.  J. Fortier , "The Establishment o f  the Tamaro is 1-!is­
sion , " in Illinois State Historical Society, Transaction s ,  . 
1908 ( Springfield,  1909), XI I I ,  233-237 . 
�·Thile De Liette was interested in keeping a profitable 
trade with the natives of Illinoi s ,  a subsequent outbreak 
of hostilities between members of the Peoria Indians and 
the French at Detroit threatened to frustrate his plans. 
The Peoria and Ottawa tribest both dissatisfied with the 
missionariest began attacking the French voyaguers and 
Fathers. Although traders moving down the Illinois were 
still being harassed in 1707-8, the French had been able . 
to maintain peace with the Peoria'instead of a wholesale 
attack upon them by troops from De troit and the Louisiana 
government. 1 1  By ·1710, the Illinois Indians had been 
quieted by numerous peace treaties and the French continue.d 
their extensive trade within Illinois .  
In ·1712 the frontier peace was disrupted by the first 
Fox War. Illinois had long been the battleground for a 
feud betweep Illinois.'. and Fox tribe s .  In addition, the Kic­
kapoo and Mascoutin s ,  alli.e s  of the Fox ,  helped to enlarge 
the war to the whole o f  northern Iliinois.1 2  
When the surrounding tribes at Starved Rock dispersed 
throughout -the Illinois country, as a result of the Fox up­
rising, the trade at and the use of Fort St. Louis  began to 
decline .  By the middle of the .second decade of the eighteenth 
11 
Thwaites, Jesuit Relations ,  LXVI, LXXIII ,  66 and 225 . 
1 2  
Alvord ,  � Illinois Country, 1 46 .  
century, i t  was abandoned as French traders shifted their 
activities to t�e portages of the Fox and Wisconsin river s .  
This portage provided a quicker route to the Mississippi 
than that which passed over the Illinois. 
The portage to the Illinois . at Chicago was closed dur­
ing the Fox War forcing the traders to find alternate route s .  
Using the Fox and Wisconsin rivers , some traders went wes·t 
of Chicago to reach the Illinoi s .  Others went east u s ing 
the portage be tween the Maumee and Wabash rivers. Now, the 
emphasis upon the trade on the .Illinois River shifted to 
the Wabsah during the 1 720' s .  A new po s t ,  Fort Miami , was 
constructed a t  the Maumee .portage ,  and Fort St.  Joseph, 
built in the seventeenth century at the St. Joseph River 
and Lake Michigan portage , was strengthene d .  The two posts 
served as stppping points for traders going over land ne­
tween Lake Michigan and the Wabash River via the smaller 
rou t e s .  A fortified trading ·s tat�on had been e s tablished 
at Vincennes ,  Indiana by 1 731  to service voyaguers using 
the lower Wabash as well as those who ventured on down the 
Ohio River to the Mississippi . 1 3  
The Fox War and the closing of the Chicago area por­
tage accelerated the growth of Kaskasia and Cahokia. Us­
ing the Fox and Wisconsin portage , traders �escended the 
1 3  
· Billington, Westward Expansion, 1 22 • . 
.· 
v 
Mississippi, or by use of  the Wabash and Ohio sys tem, as- · 
cending that river and utilized the settlements as resti�g 
places and trading warehouses .  Consequently, with the 
Louisiana country under French rule , one of  the King ' s  
lieutenants ,  Pierre Duque de Broisbrian t ,  was sent to the 
Illinois country to establish stronger French law in the 
.
settlements  along the Mississippi River near St.  �ouis . 1 4  
He built Fort de Chartres in 1 722, which protected the 
settlements, and facilitated the erection of more warehouses .  
In addition, the building of  Fort Ouiatenon , on the Wabash 
during the 1 120' s, theoretically s trengthened and furthered 
: trade within the lower part of the Illinois country. 
The 1 720 ' s  exemplified a change in policy regarding 
the growing Indian trade . The constant infiltration of  
British traders down the Ohio River from Albany, the shif.t 
in movement of Indians from the northern part of Illinois 
to the southern and central portions , and the increase9, 
traffic between the Great Lakes and the Louisiana settlements ,  
made it  necessary to establish posts and trading houses 
along the Mississippi near its  junction with the Ohio 
River. Henceforth, the French could control the Illinois 
River and coun�ry by spreading out on the smaller rivers 
such as the Macoupin , Sangamon ,  and Kaskaskia. These rivers 
1 4  
Wallace , Illinois and Louisiana, 271 -273.  
'bro11ght the French voyar;uers into the central part of the 
country. Likewi s e ,  by moving out on the Embarass and Li ttle 
Wabash river s ,  an already · �rofitable trade could be further 
enhanced , and portages could be made be tween the head-
waters of these fiv� rivers in central Illinois. 
The inconclusive truce ending the first Fox War in 
17 1 6  was unable to prevent a second war from occurring in 
the 1 720 ' s .  The Chicago area portage was �gain blocked 
causing French traders to utilize the east and west route s .  
The second Fox War lasted for almost a decade un til the 
efforts of Sieur de Villiers at making peace with the Foxes 
in 1 7 30 reduced this menace .  1 5  Thus, the Illinois country 
en tered another decade , but because the Fox wars had shift­
ed the trade routes to the eas t ,  French traders came . into 
conflict with English traders moving acrciss Ohio and Indi-
ana. · 
Not only did the French face problems with the en­
croaching British trade.rs , but renewed Indian hostili ties 
plagued the Illinois trade.  Since Illinois was located 
be tween New France and the province of . Louisiana , it was 
important that peaceful conditions prevailed to insure safe 
communications and travel.  In 1 7 34 · Governor Bienvi lle , who 
had been recalled to France in 1725,  was reappoin ted 
15 
Alvord ,  The Illinois Country, 1 60-1 66. 
governor o f  Louisiana. Hope fully , Bienville could restore 
peace to southern Illino is and thwart the British attempts 
to influence the �ndians. 
Much of t�e trade in Illinoi s  was carried on by the 
Company of the West Indie s , . a commercial enterprise or..: 
ganized in tne 1 720's. This company e s tabli shed many small 
posts thro.ughout the Illinois  country and Great Lakes re- · 
gion . But because financial 'difficulties and the dis-
ruptive effects of the second Fox War , the charter �· o f  the 
Indie s  Company was surrendered in 1 732 . A s  a re sul t ,  only 
a few enterprising individuals continued to trade with the 
.
Indian s . 16 In order to attrac t o ther traders and promo te 
peaceful conditions, Governor Bienville appointed Pierre 
. d'Artaguiette commandant o f  the Illinois dist.riot in 1 734. 
' . 
He was successful u·ntil he was captured" in 1 736 while lead­
ing an expedition against the Chickasaw. D'Artaguiette's . 
successor, . Alphonse de la Buis soniere, made peace with the 
Chickasaw in 1 7 36 and trade prospered b e tween the Indians 
and the French in Illinoi s . 1 7  
Conditions in Illinois remained s table during the 1 740 ' s  
and the French traders continued to bring prosperi�y to 
New Fran c e .  But by the· late 1 740 ' s  a new wave o f  Br�tish 
1 6 
Wallace , Illinois and Louisiana, 288. 
17 
Ibid. , 290-93 .  
1 1 
traders in the Old Northwest threatened French control .  
The increase in . British colonial population along the 
Atlantic seaboard forced the Shawnee and Delaware tribes 
to move westward toward Illinois  in the hopes o f  finding 
new hunting grounds. The British, who had been trading 
with them sought to follow and by 1 7 45 ,  they dominated 
the trade o f  .the upper Ohio River Valley. As a consequence,  
Governor Bienville wanted to crush this trickling inf i ltra­
tion o f  British trade.rs and trappers down the Ohio River .  
But when King1George•s War broke out i n  America i n  1744, 
the English ships kept the French ports dlosed  in Europe� 
and thus, thwarted transportation o f  trade goods to ·New 
France. 1 8  
The inability of  French traders t o  secure goods , and 
the movement o f  British traders from Albany who could · sup­
ply the goods, encouraged many tribes to begin a larger 
trade with the Enilish. By 1744, General George Croghan o f  
Pennsylvania , an :enterprising o f ficer and leader o f  . trading 
e s tablishmen t s ,  · moved through the s tate o f  Ohio where. he · 
erected  trade centers at Pine Creek,  Logstown, and Beaver . 
Creek. 1 9  From these points, traders were sent out to trade · 
with the tribes living in the �Illinoi s  country. This 
1 8  
Billington, Westward Expansion , · 123-24. 
1 9  
Ibid. 
·, 
British infiltration, and the cons tant winning over o f  the 
Indian tribes ,  gave Great Britain unque stionable control 
of the Indian trade as far as the Wabash River and sig­
nalled the eventual downfall o f  French dominance o f  the 
Illinoi s  country. 
The final blow began in 1753 with the outbreak o f  
the Seven Years ' War .in . Europe , o r  in America, the French 
and Indian War. France claimed the Mississippi and Ohio 
river vallies previously settled by her traders and m�s­
sionari e s .  England ' s  jurisdiction rested upon the dis­
covery and exploration o f  the Atlantic coast by John and 
Sebastian · Cabot in _1498. Consequently , she attempted to 
exert her title to �he entire we s�e�n area.20 For . the next 
ten year s ,  the French and British fought a see-saw ·battle 
for control o f  the Indian trade in the Northwes t .  
With the restoration o f  peace by the Treaty o f  Paris 
o f  1763, Great Britain face d  a new and perplexing problem : 
should she open th� territory to settlement or only �o 
the traders? French se ttlements were already well underway, 
but with defeat, many inhabitants left the Illinoi s  country. 
French traders kept their businesses flourishing during the 
war, but when the Indians aligned with the British for 
goods and munitions , French prestige de.clined as had the 
trade . Since French power .rapidly dimi�ished in Illin o i s , · 
20 
Wallace ,  Illinois and Louisiana, 319-20. 
l 3 
the price of goods offered by the voya�uers increased. 
The loss of jurisdiction over Kaskaskia and Cahokia pre­
vented the French from usin8 the warehouses as storage 
points and forced the traders to carry goods into the 
Indian country from other areas. This situation resulted· 
in inflated prices as the following table shows the dif­
ference between British.and French trade articles. 
8 
TABLE I 
COi·1PllRISOH OF PRICES OF H!DIA}! rRADE 
.A�1'ICLESSALABLE To·r:IB nrDI.ANsa 
��--� ��----� �- -----� 
Trade Goods British French 
lb�. of powder 1 beaver 4 beavers 
a gun 2 11 5 II 
40 lbs. of lead 1 " " 3 II 
a blanket of red cloth 1 II 2 II 
a white blanket 1 II 2 II . 
4 shirts 1 II 2 II ' 
6 pairs of stockings 1 II 2 II 
6 qts. of rum 1 : II none 
a 
Clarence W .  Alvord and Clarence E. Carter, eds., The 
New Re�ime, 1 765-1767 in Collections of the Illinois State 
.lUstorical Society, XI (Springfield, 191b)," 98. 
As British rule supplanted that of New France, it be-
came apparent in the minds of French inhabitants in Canada 
and Illinois that the British·would lay down regulations 
regarding the fur trade • . But as the Bri t!i�h began to occupy 
the French outposts of Detroit, Mackinac, and others 'in the 
Northwest, the French realized they would be allowed the 
same privileges as the British. There was not an 
., 
overabundance o f  English traders throughout the interior, 
and therefore, His Maj e s ty ' s  government felt i t  beneficial 
to allow the Jrench this privilege . In fac t ,  most inhabi­
tants o f  Canada ·b�came Bri tish subjects , · and in due cours e ,  
began showing the English traders their methods  o f  trade 
with the Illinois Indian s . 21 
The Bri tish �overnment now faced the task o f  organizing 
and regulating the Indian trad e .  The bureaucrats in London 
placed the responsibil�ty for deve loping a wes tern policy 
in the hands o f  the .Board of Trade under the ministry· o f  the 
Earl o f  Shelburne.  The formation o f  such a policy became the 
subj e c t  of debate in England between expansionists and anti-
expansionists. The former group encouraged a plan that would 
allow s e t tlers to move into the Ohio valley , while the latter · 
feared such movements would disrupt the Indian tr�de and 
increase Indian ho stili tie s .  Shelburne's minis try recommended 
that traders and settlers of the Bri tish c o lonies no t · be 
allowed to venture across  the Appa�achian M�untains ;  at 
least not until a method of regulating the trade could be de­
vised and title to the Indian lands could be securea. 22 
. 21 
Louise .B. Ke llogg , The . Bri tish Regime in Wlsconsin 
� the Northwest  U·1adison , 1 935), 23-32. 
22 
Alvord , The Illinois Country, 254. See also Jack 
Sosin, Whitehall ·in the Wilderne ss : The Middle We st  in 
British Colonial POlfCY (Norman , 196'1"}."' 
. • :,) 
The 1 760' s brought another incident that affected the 
Illinoi s  trade. T�e chief o f  the O t tawas,  Pontiac , was n o t  
very enthusiastic about the. influx o f  Bri tish troops 
taking over the former French posts. The Ottawas ,  as well 
as o ther tribes in the country , has been satisfied with 
tha French, and they did no t like the abuses received at 
the hands o f  the Bri tish -- mainly the sale of rum to the 
Indian s .  This Ottawa chieftan successfully united hi� tripe 
with the Chippewas, Po ttawatomie� , Sac s ,  Foxes, Menominies, 
Miamis ,  Shawnees , and Wyandotts into a confederacy that 
menaced the Bri tish traders and po sts  until 1 765. 2 3  
The superintendent o f  Indian Affairs at this time was 
General Croghan who felt great . riches existed in the Illinois 
country. If the Indians could be pacified, and the French 
traders frustrated, a "Grand Illinoi s  Venture" could be ini­
tiated . 24 Th�s idea o f  Croghan ' s  gained momentum when he en­
couraged the firm o f  . Baynton, Wharton , and Morgan o f  Phila­
delphia, Pennsylvania . to seek such a scheme, and thus gain a 
monopoli o f  the trade. In 1 766 Croghan visited the Illinois 
-· 
country on a fac t-finding mission for the firm. After�his 
capture and subsequent release by the Kickapoo s ,  he set the 
s tage for the financial enterprise. o f  the firm. 
23 
John Moses , Illinoi s ,  Hi storical and Statis tical co�­
pri sing the essential fac ts o f  Its Plan ting, and Growth as a 
province, county, territory, and s tate (Chicago: 1889) , -r23 .  
24 
- - -
Kellogg , Th·e Bri tis·h Regime� 1 1  7-1 9 .  
Company stores. were establisµed at  Kaskaskia, Cahokia ,  
Vincenn e s ,  and Fort de Chartre s .  Since the French . control-· 
led the Mississippi Ri�er, the British had difficulty in 
supplying these  pos t s .  To prevent any recurring hostilities 
between the English and the "Indian s ,  regulations prevented 
the British traders from .going into the red man ' s  villages� 
Finally, due to the financial strain, the " Grand Illinoi s  
Venture11 failed .  At the same . time , ano-ther company, under 
Joseph Simon in conjunction with the David Forbes Company, 
s e t  out to develop a more profitable trade with the Indian s .  
During the perio d 1 769-1770, the venture produced 5 , 500 
pounds sterling (roughly $1 2 , 000 ) . for 550 packs o f  fur s . 25 
But, the trade was light and the financial loss too great . 
for · the business to continue . 
· The fact that French traders could pack their goods to 
the Indian$ forced the British to lessen their trading ac­
tivities . . since · the Indians had to. travel to the British 
po s t s .  The policy · o f  the B.ri�ish toward ·this constant com­
petition by the French is exemplified in a letter from 
General Gage , military commandant o f  the - Indian Department ,  
to Lord Barrington o f  the Board · o f  Trade : 
Only visibel means to ,prevent smuggling is to 
s top up the Ohio and Illinoi s  rivers,  by having 
25 
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a post on each to confiscate all French 
goods� • �as well as furs and Skins going down 
the Illinoi s  River below the Rock o� down th� . 
Ohio below the Mouth o f  the Ouabache CWabashJ,. 
and like wise to seize and confiscate the �kins 
an� furs from the Illino i s  Country • • • •  2° 
I I 
It ls evident British trade e fforts were being 
thwarted by the French,: and as a _.conseque nce ,  that . element 
· must be halte d. Thus , throughout the period 1 765 to 1 775 , 
it became the policy o f  Great Britain to alleviate the 
influx and influence o f · French traders in the Illinois 
country. 
In 1 774 the Quebec . Act provided for the annexation o f  
the territory o f  Illinois to the former government in the 
north instead o f  that at . Louisiana. Thus , the British felt 
the colony is chie f export would be fur s ,  and that i.t should 
be governed from the Great Lakes region rather than Louisi-
ana. 
The revolution o f  the-American colonies did not halt 
the fur . trade in the lnt�rior as was ·originally suspected.  
Many licen�es were issued to · British traders, and the 
. ' 
growth in trade with the · Indians increased as both the . . . 
English and French-Canadians c ontinued to carry goods into 
Indian territory. Realizing that no British garrisons were 
e stablished in the Illinois country, American troops under 
Lieutenant Colonel George Rogers Clark entered the Illinoi s  
26 
Alvord and Carte r ,  eds . , The New Regime , 244. 
territory and began an American control o f  the settle­
ments.  This occupati6� and the progre�s of American force� 
curtailed much o f  the fur trade in southern _ Illinois _ for · 
the duration o f  the Revolution • . The Indians appeared to 
accept the new American dominance as Clark concluded peace 
treati e s  with many tribes and won their allegiance .  
Although the British attempted re taliatory measures 
in the Northwes t ,  it was evident they had lost the are a .  
When the Rev.olution ended .and the Treaty o f  Paris was signed� 
the new United State s  controlled this vast area.  Britain 
s ti l l  maintained her posts in the far Northwes t .  Although 
French and British traders continued to trade with the 
Illinois Ind�ans ,  eventual dominatiori would be by Ameri�ans. 
. I 
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CHAPTER II  
THE ILLINOIS INDIAN . TRIBES 
Coming in great ships from the outermost limits o f  
the Indian worl d ,  the Whiteman , bringing s trange animals , 
and o ffering in trade bright and glittering objects never 
seen by the Indian s ,  appeared as a god to the red ma�. The 
French traders who moved ·into the Illinois country during 
I 
the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries establish�d 
a sound foundation . in trade .relations with the tribes 
along the rivers of Illino i s .  Soon finding the shining 
objects o f  silver and gold , guns , liquor,  and. other arti­
cles essential to a new way o f  life , the Indian became de­
pendent upon the · trader • . Likewis e ,  the trader found that 
the Indian could supply him with furs relished by European 
market s .  
By the middle o f  the eighteenth century, control o f  
the Indian trade in Illinois slowly shi f t e d  from the French 
to the Bri tish. The depletton o f  fur-bearing animals in 
New England forced the British traders to pursue the moving 
tribes into the Northwes� , thereby coming into contact with 
the Indiana and Illinois tribe s ,  and into competition with 
the French. In addition , the e stablishment o f  British posts 
19 
c.v . 
and trading houses on the Great Lake s . enabled the Bri tish 
to strengthen their hold on the Northwest. With a greater 
availability of trade goo d s ,  the Illinois  tribes gradually 
shifted  their dependence from · the French to the Bri tish. 
A fter the Revolution , the American govern�ent con-
trolled the Illinois territory. But , why did the Indian 
offer so much hostility toward the American when he had 
been at peace with the French and British? Perhaps the an­
swer lies  in His Maj e s ty's governmen t ' s  intent upon keeping 
a foo thold on the Indian trad e .  The conniving attitude o f  
the English filled the red man with ideas that . the American 
was there to take his homeland.  These ideas account for 
part of the reason for tribal actions , but also many Indians 
felt  the King hac;l sold their lands to the Americans and as 
a consequence , the Ind-ians would b� · le f t  without any trade 
at all . 1 
Since various tribes live d in the Old . Northwe st  at 
di fferent time s ,  their movements relative 'to the shi fting 
s tage o f  control by the 6olonizing nations is e�sential to 
the development of the Indian trade . The Algonquian family 
·Was the first to make contact with the French and British 
in Illinoi s .  Located in· an area east o f  the Missis sippi, 
from Kentucky and .Virginia on the South to the upper reaches 
1 
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o f  Canada on the North, .this family o f  Indians was power- · 
ful and intent upon keeping o ther alien tribes from inva­
ding their lands . 2 
The several Indian tribes which inhabitated Illinois 
and Indiana during the fur trade era o f  1 78 3-18 1 8  were the 
Miamis, Winnebagoes, Sacs and Foxes, Kickapoos, Po ttawa­
tomies, Weas, Piankashaws, and at various time s, the Shaw:.. 
nee and Chippewa. As a result o f  the peace s e ttlement fol-
lowing the American Revolution, the British o fficials were 
concerned over changes in "Crown policy " :  first, the almo s t  
certain loss o f  the Indi.an trade e s s ential t o  Canada's 
prosperity, and second, the possibility. o f  ·an Indian up� 
rising. The Illinois Indian tribes wer�, begi�ning to f e e l  
· the brunt o f  the fast moving land speculators, land com­
panies, and settlers . Earlier, the treaty at Fort Stanwix 
in 1 768 es tablishing a barrier line in the western section 
of New York and int.o Ohio territory left most of the 
Illinois country to the °Indian . Likewise, the Indians had 
the as surance,,or so they 'thought, o f  British o f ficials 
that their hunting grounds would not be overrun by the 
American s . 3 
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General Frederick Haldiman d ,  Governor General o f  
Canada in 1 783, expressed the policy o f  the British of­
ficials for the strenghtening o f  their control on the 
Illinois trade when he said the posts at Detroit and Mac­
kinac should remain in the hands o f  the English. He also 
stated the Indians would be invited to move North, closer 
to the posts , although �hey would continue to hunt along 
the Illinois and Indiana rivers and return the · furs to the 
posts in the ·North. Furthermore , British and American tra­
ders would be allowed to move freely throughout the area. 4 
Pre-occupied with the Revolution , the American remained 
passive· during the 1 770's and ear1y . 1780 ' s  as to carrying 
on any substantial trade with the Indians. Now that the 
colonies had wrested themselves from British domination, 
American traders and settlers began the fast infiltration. 
o f  the Northwest from across the Appalachian Mountains to 
begin settlements and reap some of the financial rewards 
o f fered ·py the. traffic . in furs . · Th_e Americans realized that 
a sound tr�de with the I�dians would promote friendly re­
lations with the tribes , and as a result , fo s ter the de­
velopment o f  civilization in the Ohio and Illinois river 
valley s .  Thus , as competi tion ,  expansion, and monopoly be­
came the catchwords in the Indian trade between the Americans 
4 
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and the British, the Indian tribes con tinued to hunt and 
trade with whom ever supplied them ·go�d s .  
The Miami conf�deratiori was an indepe�dent tribe in­
ha bi ta ting the Illinoi s  and Indiana country. 5 :The confed­
eration was divided into three different bands ,  one the 
Miami itself ,  and the o thers , the Wea· and Piankashaw� Prior 
to the Revolution, about 250 Miami were living around Fort 
Wayn e ,  carrying on a profitable trade at that post. 6 The 
Miami traded freely with traders o f  both nations since they 
depended upon the trade articles in their daily lif e .  They 
were intent upon thinking o f  themselves as individuals , anq 
when the fur trade shifted to American control ,  th� Miami 
extended relations to the Yankee s .  Content with a peace ful 
trade , the Miami seldom went on the warpath except during 
the . French and Indian War when i t  appeared that the balance 
might be upset by the French "taking posse ssion o f  the fort 
· o f  the Miami. ,,7 In retali�tion , "Ctrie FrenchJ were .at-. 
tacked by that Natio·n and in retreating .many .w ere kllled. -"
8 
The stronghold o f  the tribe was on the· Maumee River in 
northern Indiana although their villages were located alon·g 
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the Wabash River in wes tern Indiana. 9 The location of the 
tribe made them easily accessible by the traders . moving up 
and down the w·a bash and Maumee rivers.  
Controlling the area between the Maumee and Wabash,  t�e 
Miami were no t willing to sign any treaties with the AIIieri·­
_ cans allowing settlements in the area. Although the British 
influence was n o t  s trong enough to prevent the Miami from 
trading With Americans ,  - the ·fear of encroaching sett lements 
gave ri� e during 1787 and: 1788 of raids against the American 
pos t s .  10 
Ey 1 792,  the trade had been so di�rupted by the set­
blements and raids· tha�· the Miami· tribe. moved to De tro i t  
hoping to e scape the land hungry pioneers. Still other 
bands of the tribe moved into Illinoi s  to carry on trade 
with the British merchants at Kaskaskia· and Caho
.
kia. 1. 1 
The Wea tribes ,  a division of the Mia�i confederation , 
remained peaceful during the Revolutionary War. In the 
· 1780's the Wea, consisting of between 500 and 600 people 
live d and hunted along the Wabash .River near Fort Ouiata-
non .  Visiting the post quite regularly, this tribe kept in 
constant trade relations With: the British merchants mo.ving 
9 
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along the Wabash River to Detroit .  Fearing American advan­
ces , the Wea began
.
moving to the area near Kaskaskia and 
Cahokia in 1 791 . 1 2  
The Piankashaw , also members of  the confederation , 
were more war-like than ·the Wea. They fought ag.ains t the 
British and their Indian allies during the Revolution. 
Carrying on a profi table and equi table commerce with the 
remnants o f  the once great French interes ts , they remaine d  
ho�tile toward any tlisruption:o f  the trade. From . 1 782 · to 
1 786,  the Piankashaws lived on the Wabash and Vermilion . 
river s ,  and unlike the Miami and Wea, they made. friends o f  
th� Americans a t  Vincenn e s .  1 3  Due _,to· the diminishing _French 
control , the Piankashaws , o_ver a period o f  years , had felt  
the ruinous e ffects o f  contact with the whiteman's civili­
zation, and the liquor o ffered by the· traders · had reduced · -. 
their numbers considerably. 1 4  ' · 
When the Treaty o f  Greenville was signed in 1 795 , the. 
Miami confederation, consi sting of the Miami bands, the 
mo bile We as�., and the_ dwindling Pi�nkashaws , and realizing 
that Americans 'Wo:uld be �prawling thems.elves all over their 
1 2  
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hunting grounds, affixed their name to the treaty , and be­
gan to move We s t .  15 The Miami moved to areas around Kaskas-
kia and. P�or·ia, the Wea and Piankashaw moved near Kaskaskia , 
and erected villages on the Vermilion of the Wabash Rive·r .  16 
Here they continued to trade until the early 1800's when new 
. treaties with the Americans forced them to move across the 
Mississippi River .  
Leaving central Illino i s , the northern part of the 
terri tory was inhabi tated by the Sauk and Fox tribes who 
had e s tablished permanent· residence along the Rock River 
in the 1780's. The Sauk .and Fox were content to spend · their 
trading activities in a ·peaceful atmosphere , but .if the 
balance should be upse t ,  they had a tendency to become ho s­
tile  in order to  protect their village s .  Between 1789 and 
1797, these tribes playe.d a see-saw battle in trading with 
both the Americans and Bri ti.sh. 17 Their. �trategic position 
near the Wisconsin-Fax River portage .and the Chicago · por­
tage made tham a coveted group of Indians by the traders 
from the Canadian po s t s .  The British, maintaining a p6st 
at Prairie du Chien, kep� a profitable· trade in goods · and 
15 . 
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furs with the Sauk, Fox, and Winnebago tribes who fre­
quently traded there . 1 8  Neither the Sauk nor Fox Indians 
were repre sented at the signing 6f the Treaty o f  Green­
ville ceding Indian lands in 1 795. l9 I t. is apparent that 
the British influence and the hos tile nature o f  the tribes 
kept them away. They were not going to submit so easily to 
the pioneer se ttlements . Not until the 1 820 ' s  and 30 ' s  
would most o f  the Sauk and Fox Indians move to Iowa as 
American frontie� advances became ever more predominant.  
The Pottawatomi tribes were scattered throughout 
Illinois . · During the .Revolution , the Pottawatomi . . favored 
the Briti sh, . probably due to the influence of the traders 
along the De s Plaines and Kankakee portages ,  and the 
·British inhabitants they traded with at Kaskaskia. In 
1 790 the Pottawatomi had villages located on the southern 
extremity o f  Lake Michigan near the Kankakee-st. Joseph 
portage , around Peoria, and �hey had s�cceeded the Illinois 
tribes in the central v·alley of  the s tate . 20 Like many 
18 
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other tribes o f  Illinois and Indiana, the Po ttawatomi 
succembe d to the pressures o f  American settlers , and af­
fixe d their signature t.o t�e Treaty o f  Green ville . 21 They 
as o thers would, by the 1 820 ' s  and 30 ' s ,  be moving across 
the. Mississippi River • . 
The Kickapo o ' s ,  .located in southern Wisconsin and 
northern Illinois; had by the 1 780 ' s  moved into the central 
prairies of Illinois as the Sauk and Fox were well e s tab-
lished in northern Illinoi s .  The Kickapoo s  were numerous 
and warlike , and had their principal towns on the Illinois 
and the Vermilion of th� Wabash. They were the mo s t  for- · 
midable and dang�rous neighbors o f  the whi te s ,  and for a 
number o f  years kept the settlements on the American 
Bottom at  the junction o f  the Illinois and Mississippi 
rivers in continual alar�. 22 The Kickapoos were gallant 
fighters, · proud and arrogan t ,  qnd ever a potential source 
o f  troubl e . 23 
During the Revolutionary War, the Kickapoo sided with 
the British, but when George Rogers Clark, commander o f  
· the United States forces in the Northwe s t ,  appealed to their 
reason and stood be f6re them ungfraid ,  �he Kickap90 began 
21 
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22 
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treating with the . Americans. 24 Despite their shi ft in 
allegiance during the Revo lution , the Kickapoo kept them� 
selves from being caught up in the evils o f  the whiternan's 
civilization. They, unlike other tribes in Illino i s ,  did 
not want the white traders mingling in their villages or 
using them for fur trading marts . 25 The Kickapoo s  enjoyed 
the articles they could get in trade, but rather than have 
the traders come to them, they preferred to travel to the 
trading posts. While in northern Illino i s ,  bands o f  the 
tribe traveled to Mackinac and Prairie du Chien, and after 
moving to the central part o f  the territory, they . journey-· 
ed to the trading houses at  Kaskaskia or Fort Ouiatanon on 
the Wabash River. 26 
The Kickapoo ,  by 1 78 1 , were located on the Des Plaines 
River at the headwaters o f  the Kankakee River , north o f  the 
source o f  the Sangamon River ·in central Illinois , . and a few 
scattered villages were loc.ated below the junction o f  the 
Little .Vermilion River. g? With the intensified movement o f  
·t raders across the Des Plaines portage, the Kickapoo , by the 
late 1780's � began moving their villages and concentrating 
in the central part o f  the state. Their lodges extended 
24 
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from the Embrassas and Kaskaskia rivers on the East to 
the Illinois on the �e s t .  Carrying on a peaceful and in­
dustrious trade , the Kickapoo traveled to Peoria to ex­
change furs for earrings , gun s ,  pieces and trinkets o f  . ' 
s i lve r ,  blanke t s ,  and o ther articles . 28 The capital o f  the 
Kickapoo tribe was located southeast o f  pre sent�day Bloom­
ington, Illinois on two knolls oppo site each o ther. 110ld 
To1·m" as it is called remained the strategic point from 
which small bands o f  Indians filtered out on the near-by 
rivers to hunt .  These small bands were known as transient 
camps and probably ca�ried on the trade with the traders 
away from the central village . 
Even though the Kickapoos did not sign many treaties 
. with the Whiteman , they were represented at Greenville , 
Ohio for the signing o f  the treaty Opening part o f. the 
�orthwest · to frontiersmen. 29 During the 1 820 1 s  .and 30 ' s ,  
the Kickapoo s ,  like all the o ther Illinois tribes ,  began 
to fear the small farmers who were immigrating to the North-
west Territory in the hope o f  ·s e t tling new land s .  Even­
tually, the tribe ·found themselves moving their lodge s 
across  the Mississippi River into the unorganized terri­
tory o f  Iowa� 
28 
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Throughout the territory o f  Illino i s ,  there remained 
lesser tribes who traded with the Bri tish, and later, the 
American s .  These were the Delaware s ,  Shawnees,  and· a t  
time s ,  the Chippewas .  The Delawares were located in north� 
ern Illinois and Indiana in small scattered bands after 
the Revolution. They engaged in trading activities  with 
merchants traversing the S t .  Joseph and Kankak�e portage , 
and sometimes journeyed · to the po s ts a t  St. Joseph and 
Detroit. 30 Content with trading among the Bri tish, the 
Delawares· had li ttle contac t with the Americans . They 
moved into the north central part of  Illinois by 1 790,  and 
did carry on. some trade at Peoria. Like all tribes located 
in the Northwes t ,  the Delaware s felt the influence of the 
whiteman's greed for land, and adhered to the Treaty of  
Greenville in 1 795 . 3 1  Soon the Delawares would follow the 
o ther tribes to the one · big reservation re serve d for them 
and all other eastern tribes in the unorganized territory 
west o f . the Mississippi . River adjacent to the Illinois 
. territory. 
The. Chippewa and Shawnee were two . tribes living in 
southern Wisconsin. But ,  individual bands. could be found 
in Illinois  after the Revolution . The se two tribes pre -
viously carried on extensive trade relations with the 
30 
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Bri t i s h ,  but the advance o f  the American trader caused 
them to shift their dependence to the new ho lders of the 
Northw e s t  territory. 
Chippewa and . Shawne e . vi llages were located ·near the 
. . 
Chicago-Des Plaines portage , and some were reported as far 
south as the �·Ta bash and Vermilion rive r s .  32 Their name s ,  
along with many others , appear on the Treaty o f  Greenville 
as a realization that the era o f  the fur trade in the 
Northwe s t  was giving way to the advance o f  pe rmanent s e t ­
tlemen t .  33 
When the Treaty o f  Paris was signed in 1783 e!lding 
the Revolution an_d giving the Uni t e d  States mush of the 
Iforthwe s t ,  the Indians f e l t  themselves befrien ded by the 
King o f  England ,  a.nd that the ir lands had been sold to 
the ir enemy , · the Americans. Feeling that the trade . would 
ceas e ,  their only hope was to drive the .Americans away 
from the Northwest Territory. In organizing i t s  newly won 
territory, the United Stat e s  followed a policy o f  pac i f ica� 
tion toward the Indians o f  the Northwe s t .  Governor of the 
newly-created Northwe s t  I'erri tory, Ar thur S t .  Clai r ,  was 
sent to s top Indian trade upon the already exis ting town s ,  
and to bring the Indians into· accep ting the American s . 34 
32 
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The British government proposed the idea o f  crea­
ting an Indian buffer state between the American settle­
ments on the Ohio River and the British posts on the 
Great Lake s .  In theory ,  the English posts at  Mackinac 
and Detroit were to be turned over to the Indians , and 
each nation could send traders into the zone to trade . 
Under this ide a ,  the numb�r o f  Indian uprisings might de­
crease and strong commercial relations conducted by both. 
nations could occur. The United States expressed a nega­
tive attitude toward the idea since in practice the 
British posts would probably remained under crown contro 1 . 35 
With th·e conclusion of Jay ' s  Treaty in 1 79 6 ,  Indian 
depredations almost ceased;  the British stronghold had been 
removed and the Americans assumed control of the Great Lakes 
posts . But , in spite o f  .t he fac t s ,  the treaty did allow 
both nations to send traders into the Illinois country. 36 
The British policy was further developed by a_ 1 794 
letter directed to the Lords o f  Trade from a British officer 
in the Northwes t .  He felt· that .American traders could be 
kept out o f  the area by e sta9lishing British depo ts along 
the portages and rivers o f  the Northwe s t  that emptied into 
35 
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the Mississippi River . 37 The Unit e d  States had n o t  y e t  
.,. . 
organized themselves into a sound commercial enterprise 
to deal with the Indian trade . During the period before 
1800 , only a small number of independent American traders · 
operated in the Illinois country, while the British s tili 
had many traders , both independent and company, Who had 
operated in the area for over thirty years. Their experi­
ence and ability was s till dominate in the trade although 
American traders were progressing toward building a s table 
financial and commercial Indian trade . 
The decline on the British hold on the fur trade was 
beginning to . show in the late 1 79 o ' s ,  and an observer o f  
the situation s tated that w1·thin a few years , "the active 
and avaricious Americans having driven the Indians and 
exhausted their lands , will become plante rs . "38 By 1800 
the Illinois frontier line o f  Indian trading posts had 
grown considerably. Peoria, Prairie du Chien, Fort Dear-
born, Fort Massac , Fort w·ayne , and Vincennes were in con- .· 
trol o f  the American s ,  and these , along with the newly ac­
quired ones o f  Detroit and· St.  Joseph, were regularly vi­
sited by the small number of Indians left in the are a . 39 
37 
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The recognition by the United  States o f  the import- · 
ance o f  the Indian trade came in · 1 786 when the American 
government provided for the regulation o f  Indian affiars 
and trade . The Ordinance o f  1 786 _e stablished an Indian 
Department divided into two separate divisions , the· 
�orthern and Southern departments.  The Ohio River provided 
the boundary separating the jurisdiction o f  both depart­
ment s .  Each was to ·be dired t e d  by a superintendent and 
two deputies who re sided in the territories to facilitate 
the regulation o f  the Indian trade . Congres s  felt a regu-
latory policy could lessen the British hol d ,  and in time 
enable the Americans to control the trade themselves .  , 
The act also . placed in the custody o f  the· superinten-
dents such store s ,  provisions , and property that were con-
sidered gifts from the United States government to the In-
dian s .  The restrictions placed on those entering the terri-
tories to trade were designe d to allow only United  States. 
ci tizens to reside among or trade with the Indian s . 40 Under 
a penalty o f  $500, each trader must have a license issued 
by the superintendent for the department in which the 
trader wanted to work. Due to the hostile acts o f  some In--. 
dians , the rules were s trengthened from 1787 to 1 788. A t  
40 
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this time , no one was .allowed to trade with the Indians 
unless he had. ·a permit i s sued by. the Secretary of War, the 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs , or an officer designated · 
. by the Secre tary of War. 41 In this way the United Sta.tes 
government felt i t  could promo te better trade relations 
with the Indians. Through the license system traders who 
sold liquor to the Indians or encour.aged them to go on . the 
warpath against the American settlements could theoretically 
be kept ·out of the country. This plan was not  entirely fea-
· sible since independent British, Frenc � ,  and even American 
traders were in the back country where they were free from 
the patrols that didn't venture into the interior. 
Upon demands by traders ·that the licensing system pro­
c e dure seriously endangered the conduct of the trade , the 
Secretary of War pushed :for a change . A new law enac ted in 
1 790 specified that a license be i s sued to a trader= !or two· 
years providing he gave a bond of $1 , ooo • . . This would keep 
tha individual awar� o f  the fact that 1f ha did not abide by 
the rules and regulations e stablished by the United States 
then he would forfeit his bond. 42 
The nece ssary provisions by the American government 
for the regulation of traders .stems .from o ther ;(actors. 
41  
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After 1 790 the British openly encouraged the Indians to 
make war on citizens o f . the United States by supplying them · 
with gun s ,  ammunition, and other items. His Maj e s ty ' s  gov� 
ernment, realizing Americ�ri compe tition in the Illinoi s  
country threatened i t s  domination , sought to use the ln­
dians in order to ·retain contro1 . 43 The U�i te d  States was 
not experienced in trade relations nor 4id it really have 
any sense o f  commercial interes t .  Ins tead,  its attitude was 
more imperialistic toward the Indian. The British controlled 
the area prior to the American Revolution , and they were not 
going -to give up the prosperity of Canada just because Jay ' s  
Treaty demanded the Northwest posts be turned over to the Am-
er1can government. 
From 1 783 to 1 800 the history o f  the Indian trade in 
Illinois takes on new characteri s tics  as American control 
replaced British. The establishment o f  the Indian trading 
factory system and the presence o f  individual American 
traders - in the Illinois country was a signal to the English 
that their control over the Indians and their commercial 
intere sts in the· Northwest were coming to an end • . In spite 
of the fac t that Americans were characterized  as land-hun�ry , 
venturesome pioneers interested only in e s tablishing set­
tlement s ,  they realized that to pacify the Indian s ,  trade 
relations would be beneficial to American policy. Beside s ,  
43 
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there were commercial rewards to be reaped by a signifi-
cant amoun t of trade • . Individual traders and some compa�i e s  
that op�ned ·s tores in the Illinois country learned o f  this 
during the s eventeen years between 1 783 and 1 800. The U�i ted 
. 
States also realized that the traffic in furs and goo d s  was 
important to the country as well as to friendly relations 
with the Indian s .  
CHAPTER III 
THE COMPETITIVE GRO�vTH OF THE 
INDIAN TRADE 
In 1 893 Fred.erick Jackson Turner,  in his essay, 
"The Signi ficance o f  the Frontier- in .American History, 11 
wrote : 
. • . the Indian trade pioneered the way for ' 
civilization. The. buffalo trail became the 
Indian trail ,  and this became the trader ' s  
' trace ' ;  the trails widened into road s ,  and 
the roads into turnpike s ,  and these  in turn 
were transformed into railroads • • • •  The 
trading posts reached by these trails were on 
sites of Indian villages which had been placed 
in. positions suggested · by · nature C. . . J. 1 
The Indian trade or fur trade that Turner spoke o f  
became the most significan_t commercial enterprise in 
Illinois during the first quarter o f  the nine teenth cen­
tury. 3y 1 800 American se ttlers forc ed most of the Indian 
tribes out o f  Indiana and into the Illinois country. 
On March 7 o f  that year, Indiana, with a population o f  
5 , 641 , was declared a territory. 2 Although this. i s  n o t  
a large population , i t  represents the creepi_ng advances  o f  
the 
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civilization across the Appalachian Mountain s .  A s  the 
se ttlers forc e d  the Indians into the Illino is country, 
the fur trade reached greater proportions .  Although it  
began in 4he early 1 700 1 s ,  the trade attained its great­
e s t  commercial value between 1 790 and 1 825.  
The French were largely · responsible for the develop- . 
ment o f  the American fur ·trade as a profitable economic 
enterprise . · Clo s e  behind the cro ss  o f  the French Jesuit 
missionaries came French fur traders with guns and packs 
o f  trinke ts intent solely on stripping the savage o f  his 
pelts , mainly through the ancient and honorable art o f  
barter. 3 As  a result o f  the Seven Years ' ·War , French 
dominance in the Northwest was e liminated and England fell 
heir to the control of the. Indian trade . By 1 795 the United 
State s took a deep intere s t  in the trade of the Illinois 
country. 
The fur trade al.lowed the Indian to pursue his natural 
occupation o f  hunting while at  the same time introducing him 
to civilized customs and articles which would add comfort 
to his daily life . The Indian became a pro fessional_ hunter 
and trapper, and the skins he obtained were carried to London 
and Paris .  There they were fashioned into garmets which the 
3 
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European aristocracy co�e ted no less than the Indian 
squaws coveted the trinke ts and blanke ts. When conducted 
properly, the trade promoted peace and happiness  among the 
Indian s .  In· 11 • • • • those January days when the white 
traders were here exchanging brilliant-hued blanke t s ,  
gaudy calico and gli ttering beads for the spoils o f  their . 
winter trap s .  . • • Indian belles fli ttering among the giant 
maple and oak trees.  ·• • . , vieing with one another in the 
di splay o f  the ir finery. 114 
The white trader was neither a god nor a philanthropic 
Santa Clau s .  He wanted some thing in re turn for his trin­
kets and blankets.  Skins o f  wild animals were the only 
i terns the Indian could o f  fe.r. The finer furs came from 
such animals as the beaver, raccoon, mink, o t ter,  fox, 
wild cat,  panther, and wolf, and the rough skins from the 
b�ffalo , deer, and bear. The Indian could also o ffer the 
less  valuable skins of  the muskrat ,  elk, porcupine , ground 
hog ,  Wild hog ,  and rabbit.  In addition to the furs , the 
Indian could trade manufactured items such as deer tallow, 
bear oil,.  beeswax, snakeroot, lead (mined in northern Ii­
linois ) ,  maple sugar, corn, feather mat s ,  and buffalo and 
deer horn s .  
The competi tive nature o f  the fur trading a c tivity 
in Illinois  be tween the United State s and Great Britain · 
4 
Ibid. 
, .  I .. 
begins in the late eighteenth century. For, i t  i s  during· 
the last decade o f  the 1 700 ' s  that the pro fitibility o f  
economic intercourse with the Indians become s apparent .  
The Indian trade · �n Illinois during t.he 1 780 ' s and 1 790' s 
was wholly in the hands o f  independent French and Brftish 
trader s .  There appeared to be no attempt on the part o f  the 
Bri tish government or any large-scale busine ss  enterprise 
to commercialize the trade . Both seemed to express a 
greater interest in the Upper Great Lakes region than in 
the Illinois Wildern e s s .  This attitude developed in part 
because the Illinois country was now under the Jurisdiction 
o f  the Uni ted States government ,  and French influence with 
the Indians . was still very prominen t .  Likewis e ,  it would 
have been difficult for ·the British to get the traders to 
yield their independence and work for a company. 
The presence o f  British traders in Illinois  caused 
concern to the United State s .  since most of the economic 
value o f  the trade was going out o f  the country . And, since 
American se ttlers were moving into the regions of the 
Northwe s t ,  the dominance o f  the British made i t  di fficult 
for ·the United States government to promote peace among t.he 
Indian s .  During the Revolution and after, the British open-
ly . : encouraged the various Indian tribes in the Northwe s t  
to make war on American se ttlements in the hopes o f  re tain-
.ing control over the trade . Such attacks caused alarm among 
the inhabitants o f  Illino i s ,  and appeals were made to the 
I I 
Uni ted States government .• On December 8 ,  1 784 , Francois  
Carbonneaux, agent for the inhabi tants of  the Illinois 
country, made a plea for the : 
• • ·. Power o f  Congre ss  to restore tranquility 
among the Inhabitants • • •  to give Peace to 
those o f  · the Frontiers o f  Virginia, and to e s ­
tablish, a valuable commerce ,  not only with 
the native s ,  but with New Spain, which is now 
wholly carried on by British sub jects  from 
Canada. 5 . 
And, the Commander at Fort Knox in correspondence to 
Washington in March, 1 792 · expre sse d the view "that British 
traders from Michilimackinac were operating along the 
Illinois and Wabash rivers , underselling United State s 
traders with. goods brought in without payment o f  duty and 
plying the Indian with s tr.ong drink. 116 
The British were also aware o f  their dominance in 
Illinois and the economic advantage they held on the area. 
By 1 790 a large volume of trade worth 60, 000 was sent 
through Michilimackinac from the Old Northwe s t  including 
Illinoi s . 7 Every spring, these traders would leave the 
interior o f  Illinois and travel to Michilimackinac , or 
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Mackinac Island,  then the 'rendezvous center of  the North 
American trade. Agents from Montreal would mee t the traders 
at Michilimackinac , buy furs and sell European goods for 
new outfit s .  The traders would then descend Lake Michigan 
to . the Chicago-Des Plaines portage or travel overland to 
Prairie du Chien, and s e t  up their winter posts  along th.e 
rivers • .  In 1 793 a British captain at Michilimackinac wrote 
to the Bri tish Governor in Quebe c : 
The mo st  considerable Trade from this Po st  is 
to  and beyond the Mis sis sippi by the rout of La 
Prairie du Chien, from which place the traders 
descend with facility to the .American s e ttlements 
at the Illinois who are affected to the British 
Government.  The trade to that Country i s  much in . 
our favour, as they consume a great quanti�y o f  
Bri tish manufactures particularly C o t tons • • • •  8 
To end the growing rivalry and hostility among 
British trader s ,  and to o ffset  American intere s t  in the 
fur trade , a number o f  large-scale business ventures in­
volving both ·Canadian merchants and independent Bri tish 
traders were develope 4 .  The Northwe s t  Fur Company o f  
Montrea_l ,  fo'rmed 1n · 1 784 through the e fforts o f  Benj amin 
and Joseph Frobisher and Simon McTavish - immigrant 
English and Sco ttish merchan t s ,  extended its activities  
into the Illinois country. Selling i t s  shares among o ther 
prominent Montreal merchants , the Northwest Fur Company 
was the largest trading concern operating in the Old 
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Northwes t ,  e speci�lly to the dismay o f  the United States 
governmen t .  Until the e s tablishment of the .American trade 
factory system� the Northwest Fur Company virtually mono� 
polized the fur trade . 9 · 
In addi tion to the Northwest Fur Company, a smaller 
organization of independent traders known as the Michili­
mackinac . Company operated in Illinois during the 1 790 ' s .  
This loose association of traders grew from the General 
Store o f  1 779 and established a trading house at Cahokia 
to supply the Indian s .  Although its  business activity 
never grew to any great proportion s ,  dying by the turn 
o f  the century, it  repre sented an attempt to centralize 
and commercialize the fur trade through a business organ- . 
ization. 1 0  
By the mid-1 790 ' s ,  the United States government real-
ized it mus t  take prompt measures to extend its influence 
into the fur regi6ns dominated by the Canadian s .  Pre sident 
Washington declared in 1 794, "the improvement o f  harmony 
with all the Indians within our limits should be sought 
by the fixing . and conducting o f  trading houses . 11 1 1 In e s ­
tablishing these trading hous e s ,  the Unite d  States could · 
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promote . better relations with the · Indian tribe s ,  and 
contribute to greater trade relations be tween the American 
traders and the Indian s .  
I t  was not until two years later that the ideas o f  
Pre sident Wash1ngton would become the basis for the govern­
ment ' s  fur trading enterprise . Jay ' s  Treaty o f  1 796 with 
Great Britain called for the stirrendering into American 
hands o f  the northern posts at Michilimackinac and Detro i t .  
Hopefully, this would lessen British influence in the Old 
Northwest and allow more freedom for American traders to 
trade in the Great Lakes region. Many foreign traders were 
already hampered by the customs duties  they had to pay on 
goods which at times would be as much as twenty per cent . 1 2  
The Canadians were arinoyed by the government ' s  res trictions 
requiring all foreign traders in America to have a · license 
· i s sued by the United States ,  forbidding the following o f  
Indians to their hunting camps , and the forbiddin� o f  the 
sale o f  liquor to the Indians.  But, in spite o f  ·these 
Ame�ican regulations , British activity continued to ·f lourish. · 
In 1 795 Congre s s ,  to counter the English dominance o f  
the fur trad e ,  made an appropriation for the e s tablishment 
o f  a "liberal trade with· the Indians . 11 The act provided 
"that a sum, not exceeding $50 , 000 , be appropriated to 
the purchase o f  goods for supplying the Indians within the 
12 
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Un ited States for the year 1 79 5 ;  and tha t the sale o f  such 
goods be made under the direction o f  the President o f  the 
United State s . 11 1 3  The act would go into effect  for the 
next two years and later acts would extend the system until 
1 822. The first of the governmen t ' s  tradi�g po s t s ,  known as 
factories , were located in ·the sou thern state s .  By an act 
o f  1 802, government fac tories �ere authorized for Detroi t  
and Fort \vayne .  Subsequent acts establi she d factories &t  
Chicago in 1 805 and Michilimackinac· in 1 806,  and by 1 808 
there were twelve factories in operation within the United 
Sta t e s .  Thu s ,  the trade stations in the Old Northwe s t ,  in- ' . 
eluding the Illinoi s  country, came into direct competition .. 
with the. trade monopoly enjoyed by the Bri ti sh. 
The purpo ses  o f  the factory system were firs t ,  to woo 
the fr1en�sh1p o f  the savages through commercial trade , 
and secondly , to set  up .s tandards o f  fair dealing with 
which private traders would have to compe te . 1 4  The United 
States had no intention of making money out o f  the fac tory 
system, but the factories were to be self-su s taining . . Dip-
lomacy more than economics guided American policy, for by 
helping the Indian secure goods at ac tual c o s t ,  the govern­
men t woul� be rendering �. real service to the �hdian s .  
1 3 
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Hopefully:, the Indian would patronize the fac tories 
more than the company or private traders from Canada. This 
type of "dollar diplomacy" meant that peaceful conditions· 
might exist on the frontier which would then attract more 
se ttlers from the East. 
T�e central .office o f  the government fac tory system 
was in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from 1 795 to 1 807 , and 
in Georgetown, District o f  Columbia, from 1 807 to. 1 822. 
Goods for the Illinoi s  country were purchased in Philadel­
phia , sent to Detroit or Michilimackinac , and then for­
warded to Chicago . Supervision o f  the trade system was 
under the direc tion o f  the War Department and General John 
i'-1ason was appointed superintendent o f  the Indian trade·. A 
manager or factor was employed at each trading house , and 
an Indian agent from the War Department was appo inted to 
supervise  the diploma tic·, relations with the Indians in the 
vicinity o f  the factory. 
The fac tories operated under stricter regulations than 
did the traders . The factories  were prohibited from selling 
"a gun or 0 ther article commonly used in hunting ; any in-. 
strument o f  husbandry, or cooking utensil o f  any kind 
usually obtained by . the Indians. in their intercourse with 
white peopl e ;  or any article o f  clothing ( except skins or 
furs ) . " 1 5  The fine for such o ffenses was $1 00. Exactly why 
1 5  . 
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this restric tion was placed upon the fac tori e s  i s  not 
known , for these  items were what the Indians wanted and 
could get from the Bri tish.  In any cas e ,  the act was re-
cinded soon after the first fac tori e s  open e d .  
William Henry Harri son , Governor of Indiana Territory 
wrote to the Secretary . o f  War that "the Indian chiefs 
complain heavily o f  the mischiefs  produced by the enotmous 
quan tities ·o f  whiskey which the trader introduced into 
their country. u1 6  And in a speech to the Indiana terri­
torial l·egislature. in 1 805,  Governor Harrison sai d ,  
You are witnesses to the abuse s ;  you have ieen 
our towns crowded with furious and drunken sav­
age s ,  our s treets flowing with their blood,  their 
arms and clo thing bartered for the liquor that 
des troys them, and their miserable women and 
children enduring all the extremities o f  cold and 
hunger� 1 7  
Though · the trade factori�s were prohibited from selling 
liquor , the British con t.inued to sell great quan ti ties 
illegally. The factories could no t extend cre d i t ;  the 
British did .  The Indians had to travel to the factory; 
the Canadian trader followed the Indian. Thes e · res tric-
tions would eventually be responsible , in part, for the 
downfall o f  the factory sys.tern. 
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De spi te the regulation s , . the American governmen t had 
faith in its enterprise • . Pr.e siden:t Jef fer�on , in a mes sage 
·to Congre ss . in 1 803, . s tated· "that private traders,  both 
foreign an� domestic , were beitig undersold and driven from 
competition, that the system was e f f e c tive in conciliating 
the goo d  will o f  the Indian s ,  and that they were soli­
c iting generally the e stablishment of the trading .house s · 
. 
among them •. 11 1 8  
Private traders did exist in Illinois prior t o  the 
e s tablishment o f  the government factory a t  Chicago . About 
1 800, traders had a pos t  just south o f  the "great ben d "  
o f  the Missis sippi River in pre sent-day Hancock County. 
Deer,  panther , bear, wild turkey , timber wolves , and foxes 
abounded in the area, while the s treams were full o f  
beaver. 1 9  A trader ,  Michael Brouille tte , o b,tained a license 
to trade with the Kickapoo Indians at their towns on the 
Vermilion River in 1 804. 20 Two partners , Thomas Forsyth 
and his half-brother, John Kinz.ie . operated posts at Peoria 
and . Chicago in 1 805. Their trade was good,  for. Kinzie paid 
a "sum of two hundred and. forty-five pounds in a single · 
1 8  
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venture a t  Peoria . "21 In May , 1 805 , 
the sloop General 3:un ter left  Mackinac for ' Chi­
cawgo ' ,  carrying to Kinzie and Forsyth a barrel 
o f  gunpowder , 2 bars o f  iron , a box o f  tobac c o ,  
1 9  bags o f  �lour, 3 boxes and 8 kegs o f  undis­
closed content s ,  and a trunk. On the re turn voy­
age , ' inwards ' bound from St.  Joseph and ' Chicaw­
go ' ,  the Hunter brought 321 packs o f  fur s ,  o f  Which 
1 58 belonged to Kinzie and 68 to Forsyth alone . 
The sloop Contractor left  Mackinac for ' Chicawgo ' 
on June 6 ,  1805, with 65 barrels o f  pork, 1 20 
o f  f·lour, 36 o f  whiske y ,  4 boxe s o f  candle s ,  and 
4 ' new saddle s . ' She returned 3 weeks later with 
474 packs o f  furs. 22 
Each pack o f  furs would be worth approximately 1 0  to 1 5 . 
The government factory at . Chicago began its operations 
in 1 805.  The factor, Ebenez e r  Belknap, was commissioned on 
March 1 9 ,  1 805, and Charle.s Joue tt was appointed Indian 
agent. Mr. Belknap ' s  f i tness for the j o b  was questioned and 
he was subsequently replaced in December, 1 80 5 ,  by Thomas 
Haywood who .resigned in 1 807. Matthew Irwin replac e d  
Haywood until the factory closed during the War o f  1 8 1 2 .  
To initiate the Chicago factory , "an invoice o f  new goods 
to the value o f  $8 , 000 was ordered. to be sent to De troi t  
for the Chicago factory·" by William Davy o f  the War Depart­
ment .  23 Evidently, the department expected a large volume 
o f  trade at Chicago . 
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Locating a factory a t  Chicago seemed to be a sound · 
investment ,  for geographically, i t  stood between Lake 
�ichigan and the Illinois River. These two waterways had ,  
since the time o f  LaSalle , · been the . main transportation 
routes  o f  the Indian and the trader. In a letter to the 
Secre tary o f  War , William Davy, Henry Dearborn · o f  Chicago 
wro te ,  
I very much doubt the expediency o f  removing 
our fac tories,  from Fort Wayne and Chikago to 
Michilimackinac.  We should by · such a measure , 
deprive the Indians generally, who have b�come 
our friends and depend on our supplie s ,  of any 
means o f  procuring goods,  except by sm�ll 
'Sri ti.sh traders. • • and who are and would be 
principally supplied by the British companies . 
None would be the equal o f  Chikago . 2 4 
To tqe dismay o f  the United States government ,  the 
Chicago factory was no t going to break the influence o f  
the British traders in the Illinois  country . American 
goods , whether sold at the factories or through pioneer 
American traders , were regarded by the Indian as inferior 
to those sold by the Bri tish. Part o f  the reason for this 
attitude is simply the fact that American manufacturers 
were n o t  taking the time to produce quality items . They 
were concerned rather with quantity. The greatest number 
o f  purchases  o f  materials for the government Indian trade 
was made in Washington because the merchants there were 
24 
Reuben Gold Thwaites , e d . , "Fur Trade on the Upper 
Lake s ,  1778-181 5 , " . .  Collections o f  the State Historical 
Soci e ty o f  Wisconsin , XIX (1910), 310-11. 
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better informed o f  the government ' s  nee d s . 25 The English 
claimed that cheap goods were bought in · American in order 
to encourage home industry, and there fore i didn ' t  have 
the Indian ' s  welfare in mind.- 26 The British were trading 
better quality goods made ih Europe while at the same 
time leading the Indian to believe the insinuations that 
the United ·States was selling what was meant to be gifts 
to the tribe s . 27 
Despite these accusations , which for the most part 
were not true , the fac t that the government trading f�c- · 
torie s  were conducting business  and the . number o f  ·Ameri-
can pioneer traders in the Old Northwe st  was increasing , 
caused the British Northwe st  Fur .Company to feel  the pres­
sure . This company was one of  the largest dealing in the 
fur trade o f  the Great Lake s region� By 1 806 the company ' s  
field o f  operations included southern Canada, the Great 
Lake s region , and mo st o f  the Illinois country; i t  couldn ' t  
handle them all . So , t o  conduct th� trade in Illinois and 
the Upper Mississippi valley, articles o f  agreement we.re 
drawn up at Montreal 
mackinac or Mackinac 
25 
Pe�ke , Indian 
26 
Ibid. , 45. 
27 
for the 
Company . 
Trading 
e s tablishment o f  ·the Mi chili-
Although the intent was for 
Factory, 53.  
Clarence �'T. Alvor d , � Illinoi s  Country, 1 673-1 8 1 8 ,  
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this company · to handle , and there fore , compete with the 
Americans in the Old Northwe s t ,  i t s  financial stabili ty. 
and trade capability were too weak for i t  to successfully 
capture more o f  the �rade . It plugge d  along for four years 
and finally failed as a busine ss  venture in 1 8 1 0. · 
This short-lived attempt o f  the English merchants to 
counter the operations o·f the fac tories in the Great Lake s 
area ,  especially Chicago � pr6ved minute . This is no t to 
say that the failure of the Michilimackinac Company and 
thu s ,  British trade , was due to the factory system. It was 
a we ll lrnown and conceded fac t o f  American o f f icers and 
Indian · asents that the British traders furnished the In­
dian better goods than did the American s .  They had better 
relations and a fluent understanding of the Indian lang­
uage and· character which afforded them a friendlier rela­
tionship with the tribes . 28 I t  must be remembered that 
mo st  o f  the British trade was handled by French-Canadia�s 
who knew the customs o f  the Illino is Indians far better 
than did the American trader. And, prior to 1 809 , the 
trading houses operated by the government factory system 
had incurred a loss of $44 , 338. 29 
The intent and purpose o f. the government system was, 
28 
Grant Forman , "Illinois and Her Indian s ,  11 .Paners in 
Illinois His tory and Transactions for the Year 1 939,  (1 940) 
76. 
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as the Superintendent o f  the Indian trade stated to 
Matthew Irwin, fac tor at Chicago , for, 
• • •  the Government in the s e  e s tablishments • • •  
to secure the Friendship o f  the Indians in our 
country in a way the mos t  beneficial to them and 
the mos t  effectual and . economical to the United 
States • • • •  30 
The system could never compete on an equal footing with 
the British traders as it was presently being conduc ted.  
The names of  Sigrain , Bourbonnais , LaVoy , and Maisonneuf 
furnish a typical illustration o f  the nationality o f . the 
men who conduc ted the Illinois fur trade for the English. 31 
Economically, the factory system was to be self­
susta�ning. While foreign traders were realiz ing prices  on 
goods sold to the Indian o f  up to 200 percent , the prices 
charged by the factories for such goods were far below this 
percentage , and thus , not competitive . In the 1 808 le tter 
mentioned be fore , the Superintendent also instructed Irwin 
that,  
The prices  you put on the Goods you have on 
sale mus t  neces sarily vary according to circum­
s tanc e s ,  but that which you will consider as the 
s tandard advance on the. price charged in the In­
voices received from the Offic e ,  will rate from 
66 2/3 to 1 00 per centum and this you will con­
sider as the e s timate to cover the cost o f  trans­
portation and to yield such profit only as will 
indemnify the e stablishment for the expenses at 
your Trading House . · • •  and with the rate you will 
30 
Thwaite s ,  e d . , "Fur Trade on the Upper Lake s , " 327. 
3 1  
Quaife , Chicago � � Old Northwes t ,  208. 
be obliged to allow for Skins as to enable us 
to pay all charges and avoid sinking money • • •  · . 32 
But , should a deficit  e xi s t ,  the fac tor was allowed to in­
crease the price within limi t s .  
The many different types o f  trade goods used i n  the 
Indian trade rema1.ned the same , whether sold by the Uni te'd  
States fac tories or by British and American traders.  Per­
haps the only difference be tween .American and British ar� 
ticles was the quality o f  the item. 
Blankets  became the single mos t  important item an 
Indian would buy. Lewis Qass , governor o f  the Michigan 
Territory, o.bserve d that "a blanket i s  frequently Lan In­
dian ' s..J house and it i s  always the mo st  e s sential part o f  
his dre s s .  The heavy Mackinac blanke ts are almost impe.r­
vious to rain , and are . • · • large enough to cover an Indian 
completely. 33 The Mackina·c blanke ts used by the British 
traders were manufac tured at .Whitney or Oxfordshire , 
England.  Blankets  sold by the United States had to meet  
certain requirements as exemplified in the following cir-
cular to Massachusetts • manufacturers on May 1 ,  1 8 1 2 :  . 
28. 
A 3 point Blanke t should . measure in length 6 
f t � , in breadth 5 f t . , � in .  and weigh when · . 
dre ssed 4 lbs . A 2t point blanket should measure ,· 
in length 5 ft. , 2 in . ,  in breadth 4 f t . , 4 in. · 
and weigh when dres�ed 3 lbs . , 2 o z .  Both should 
32 
Thwaite s ,  ed.  , "Fur Trade on the Upper Lakes ,  11  327-
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be woven twilled all white  except two cross 
s tripes o f  very dark blue place d  two inches 
distant from each end o f  the blanke t and 
each stripe not  be less than three nor more 
than four inches wide ; near one o f  the 
s tripes should be place d  the points also o f  
dark Blue , extending inwardly from the sel­
vage to shew on the right side of the Blan­
ket ;  they _should be � an inch wide , and 21 in­
che s long for the whole points and 2 inches 
long for the * points . The Blanke t after mil­
ling should be dressed so as to raise a long 
shag as per sample s ,  and should be most on the 
sides o f  points shew. 34 
• J V 
If  ' the blanke t was not made according to the above proce­
dure , it would not shed rain properly. 
Stroud s ,  for shoulder wear , were next in importance 
to be purchased and sold by the fac tori e s .  Those ordinar­
ily sold consisted o f  blue and red cloth with a narrow . 
white cor·d ,  but the Superintendent o f  the Indian Trade 
had purchased more than 1 50 different kinds o f  cloth. 
Other dry goods included calico , skeins of woo l ,  domes tic 
cotton ,  flannel ,  molten , shawls ,  hankerchiefs ( silk and 
co tton flag ) ,  ribbon s ,  and among the British good s ,  Irish 
linens , Sco t tish sheetings� wors ted yarn s ,  and · cottons 
from Manches t?r. 35 
The factories also sold many different kinds o f  
wearing apparel ;  shirts which were made a t  the House o f  
Industry in Alexandria, Virginia ,  pantaloons , wais tcoats , 
34 
Peake , Indian Trading Fac tory, 55-6. 
35 
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legging s ,  cloth sleeve s ,  chie f ' s  shirts,  shoes , socks , 
cap s ,  and small children shirts . The cold . Illinois 
winters demanded clothes since blanke ts and breechcloths 
would not ifford pro tection. 
Jewelry was purchased in great quantities by the gov­
ernment and sold to the - Indians. Arm and wrist bands were 
sold along with such silver items as ear bobs , broaches 
( in all sizes ) ,  crosses  (mainly double ) ,  ear whe e l s ,  cre­
sent s ,  gorge t s ,  and rings . Many traders as well as the 
fac torie s carried large quantities  o f  j ewe lry because the 
Indian used them to adorn the body as well as clothe s .  
Archaeological evidence at the Lorton trading post site 
on the Sangamon River indicates the use of silver ear p i e ­
c e s .  36  
Large assor.tments of  kitchen utensils and hardware 
were also sold. Brass  and copper kettles ,  pots from a .pint 
to ten gallon capaci ty ,  tin pans and cups , jug s ,  crockery ,· 
glasse s ,  mug s ,  forks , spoons , knive s ,  candle and bullet 
molds , and wooden dishe s · were considered the g.eneral line . 
Ke ttles were relished by the Indian women since many meals 
consisted o f  large soups or stews.  Thomas Forsyth, Indian 
trader and later, an Indian agent at Peoria, relate s ,  
36 
Robert L. Sall , Larry L. Bowle s ,  and Emily J. 
Blasingham , "The Search for Lorton ' s Trading Pos t :  P:. Re port 
o f  .Archaeological Excavations, 11 Illinois State Museum Pre­
liminary Reports , No . 1 0  ( 1 966 ) ,  Plate 5 .  
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. • •  the old .women s e t  the kettle a boiling in 
the night, and about day break all eat whatever 
they have go t ,  they eat in the course o f  the · 
day as often as they are hungry , the ke ttle i s  
o n  the firs cons tantly suspended from the roo f 
o f  the lodge , everyone has his wooden dish or 
bowl and wooden spoons • • •  37 
Guns and rifles · were always in deman d ,  and o f  course , 
gunpowder, powderhorn s ,  trap s ,  flin t s ,  and beaver and 
. OU 
duck sho t .  With the a i d  o f  these items , the Indian co�ld 
hunt and trap more easily and quickly. 
A number o f  drugs , medicine s �  and groceries were 
also available for trade· at the fac torie s and ·posts.  
Opium, Carolina pinkro o t ,  Jamacia ginger, sugar of  lead,  
spirits of niter,  extract of lead, and e ssence of pep­
permint were included among the pharmaceutical items . 
Sal t ,. flour, sugar, and biscuit were ordered for sale by 
the barrel .  Raisin s ;  curran t s ,  tea,  c o f fe e ,  cinnamon , nut-
meg ,  clove s ,  ginger,  and allspice could be purchased. 
Other items used in the trade included tobacco , which 
was sold in various forms, short-stemmed pipe s ,  agricul- " 
tural tools from hoe s  to spinning whe e l s ,  needle s ,  twine , 
jews harp s ,  ivory comb s ,  and even sleigh · bells . The pipes 
were used more by the trader than the Indian. Liquor o f  · 
37 
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course was available from the private trader illegally, 
and the government fac tories were forbidden to sell i t .  
The largest quantities  o f  liquor that managed to be sold 
were Pennsylvania . whiskey, Maderia wine , and Wes t  Indies 
rur�. 38 
A s  an economic institu tion, the fur trade relied on 
a simple system o f  barter. The Indian gave something that 
he valued lightly, · and in re turn received some thing that 
' 
he valued greatly. In this sys tem o f  exchange , i t  ·i s  diffi-
cult to tind a set price in dollars and cents for the 
value o f  furs in relatiori to goods . The actual placing o f  
a monetary value would come after the Indian factory or 
the traders had in turn sold their furs to manufacturing 
companies.  Likewis e ,  values differed· from area to area,  
and trader to trader. As  a guideline or indicator ,  the 
following prices . existed in th� Upper Great Lakes marke t s :  
beaver skins a t  $ 3 . 5� eac�, otter at $4. 50, deerskins ( in 
proportions o f  bucks to doe s )  at $ 1 . 00 ,  muskrats at 25¢, 
raccoon· at 50¢ , ' and buffalo .robes at $ 3 , 25 . 39 
Besides furs and peltries , the Indian also traded 
"home industry" items valued as : deer tallow at 1 4¢ l b . , 
bee swax at 39 )t lb. , lead at 5":'5!¢ lb •. , feather mat s  at 
$ 1 . 25 to $ 1 . 50 each, and buffalo horns a t  25¢ to 50¢ each. 
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Indian Agent · Nicholas Boilvin o f  Prairie du Chien reported 
that the Sauk and Fox Indians o f  no.rthern Illinoi s  and 
Iowa " . . •  turned their atte·ntion to the manufacture· o f  
lead, which they produce from · a mine sixty miles below 
Praitie du Chien • • • •  They manufabtured 400 , 00 lbs. · Of  
lead which they exchanged for goods . "40 Prices  for goods 
s o ld by the traders and the Indian factories are too dif-
ficult to fugure because of the percentage increase for 
transportaion and handling. For exampl e ,  a few prtces · from 
Chicago were tobacco a t  50¢ lb. , powder at $ 1 . 50 lb. , sho t 
a t  33¢ lb. , flour a t  1 0¢ lb. , and a silver broach a t  
20¢. 4 1  
Prior t o  the War o f 1 8 1 2  .w i th Great Britain , the In-
dian factory at Chicago conducted a profitable trade .  For 
the four year period o f  January, 1 808 to Septembe r ,  1 8 1 1 , : 
the factory realized a pro fit o f  $3 , 424. 24. 42 The peltr�es 
pur.chased by. the factory were mainly shaved deer skins 
which deteriorated littl� in handling, and were used. chiet­
ly as hatters ' furs. Fro� April, 1 81 1  to April ,  1 8 1 2 ,  a 
single years ' profit o f  $ 1 , 773.94 was m�d e . 43 An abstrac t 
40 
For�man , "Illinois and ·Her Indian s , " 96.  
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o f  the property on hand and debts at the Chicago fac.tory 
on December 31 , 1 8 1 0  put the value � f  the post at 
�7 , 477 . 33 . 44 When the factory closed in 1 8 1 2 ,  its s tock 
on hand was worth $ 1 2 , 000, and its  to tal s tock, building s ,  
and peltri�s amounted to $ 1 3 , 727 . 1 5. 45 · 
The business conducted by the Chicago factory never 
really injured the British hold on the Illinois Indian 
trade . British traders were in the Illinois country, and 
their influence and business dealings had long been secur­
e d .  And ,  with the many government restrictions on the fac­
tories , they were prevented from really undermining Eng­
lish activity. The power o f  the monopoly that the British · 
held in Illinoi s  before the War o f  1 8 1 2  was one o f  in -
fluence ,  pre stige , and friendshi p ,  not one ·o f  dollars .and 
cents . Certainly, the traders from Canada were making some 
money from �heir trade , . but not  as much as the fur trading 
companie s  had prior to 1 805. From 1 805 on,  the economics 
o f  the busines s  slowly shifted int o . American hands . This 
was due in part to the Indian factory system, but more 
emohasis should be placed On the fac t that novice �merican 
traders were increasing their numbers every year. Feeling 
this competitive surge by the Vnited Stat e s ,  the Michili­
mackinac Company of 1 784, the Northwes t  Company , and the 
44 
Ibid. , 98. 
45 
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Michilima:ckinac Company . o f  1 806 had all but ceased their 
activi ti e s  in Illinois by � 8 1 0 .  All o f  the se enterprises  
furnished Canada with its economic foundation as part o f  
the British empir� . 
A last enterprising e ffort was made by two Montreal 
firms to secure a new lease on the fur trade in Illino i s .  
Forsyth, Richardson, and Company ,· and McTavish, McGillvray, 
and Company formed the Montreal-Michilimackinac Company 
in 1 8 1 0  to trade in the Great Lakes region. On January 28 , 
1 8 1 1 ,  after a year o f  unsuccessfully trying to make a pro-
fi t in the trade due to lack o f  capi tal, the American Fur 
Company o f  Johri. Jacob As tor and the Montreal firm agr� ed 
to a merger. Th.e American interest would be one-half with 
goods being supplie d  through New York, and the English in­
terest one-half with goods. coming through Quebec .  The com­
· bination resulted in the Southwest _Company . The agreement 
was to last five years . Goods were to be put together at · 
Michilimackinac and outfits formed . there . �re fits or debts 
were to be shared equally. Provision in the agreemen� ac­
knowledged the fact that i f  the government trade factories 
should be abolished ,  two-thirds o f  the busine s s  o f  the 
Southwe s t  Company would revert. to the American Fur Com­
pany. 46 
46 
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The American enterprise under the direc tion o f  
John Jacob A s tor made a name for itself  in the far 
N'orthwes t  prior to the War o f  1 8 1 2 . With the agreement 
forming the Southwe st  Company, the interest o f  an Amer�­
can concern in the fur trade o f  the Great Lakes and Il­
lino is was e s tablished .  No t until 1 8 1 4  would the American 
Fur Company assume i ts leadership in the Illinoi s  country. 
This was due in part to the interruption o f  the fur . 
trade by the War o f  1 8 1 2  with Great Britain. 
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CSAPTER IV 
THE INDIAN TRADE 
. 1 8 1 2  1 8 1 4  
The War o f  1 8 1 2  disorganized and changed consider� 
ably the very nature and conduct o f  the Indian trade in 
the Illinois country. Part o f  the cause for thi s. war with 
the 3ri tish can be found in the commercial rivalry and 
invasion o f  .American neutrality on the high seas during 
the Napoleonic Wars .  1 3ut in the Old Northwe s t ,  the demand 
for war was louder and more intense than in o ther parts · o f  
the 'fu ited States . The spirit o f  nationalism among the 
frontier regions to end Bri tish influence among the Inr 
dians increased furing the first decade o f  the nine teen th 
century. Bri ti sh tr�ders ope�ating in America had almo st  
complete control over the center of  the .fur trade economy, 
espec ially in northern Illino i s .  If the Uni ted States · was 
to pro f i t  from the resource s  o f  the area,  she had two com­
mitments to mee t .  Fir s t ,  control o f  the border between 
Canada and the Uni ted Stat e s  had to be secured ,  and se­
condly , .American-Indian relations had to be vas tly improved .  
1 
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For the �·Te sterner, who was certainly involved with these 
two situations more so than o ther sections of the country, 
wa� was the only answer. 
Since Jay ' s  ·Treaty allowed the Canadian trade.rs to 
operate south o f  their border ,  inexperienced American 
traders engaged in a losing battle with them. The American 
Indian f�ctory system attempted to compensate for this lack 
o f  experience .  But ,  .with the many government · restric tions , 
the factories were unable · to exert the necessary poli tical 
influence over the Indians.  As long as the British traders 
could tell the Indians .they must resist cre.eping American 
se ttlers or lose their lands , the intruders were assured 
of Indian allegiance . 
The United States government enac ted a non-importation 
law in 1 809 by which it sought to keep British goods out 
0 f .Amer·1ca, and thus halt or damage England I s  trading 
activiti e s .  The law did more harm to the Americans since 
many of the factorie s '  goods were now coming from Great 
Britain. In response to. the American e ffort ,  Indian agents 
from Canada increased their progra� o f  supplying the In­
dians and inciting them . to attack American se ttlemen t s .  
In April, 1 81 1 ,  Secre tary o f  War, William Eus t i s ,  wrote 
to the territorial governo·rs and Indian agents in the Old 
Northwest in which he warne d :  
In consequence o. f. the operation o f  the late law 
pro hi bi ting the . i!llport�.tion in to the United Stat.es 
o f  British Goo d s ,  the Bri tish Agents  and Traders 
with the Indian s ,  may attempt to excite in their 
.minds,  pre j udices and ho stile  dispo si tions towards 
the United Sta t e s ,  in sinuating that as the Bri tish 
Goods intended for their trade ,  will no t be per­
mitted to entir and pass  the American posts on the 
Weste�n Frontier, thi s ac t ,  �hich has been die- · 
tated as a measure o f  general policy in relation 
to Great Britain, was intended as an act of hos- · 
tili ty agains t  the Indian s .  2 . 
· 
. 
In 1 8 1 1  mos t  o f  the Illinoi s  territorial population 
was concentrated in the south. Except for a se ttlement at 
Peoria, the United States trade factory and Fort Dearborn 
at Chicago , and a few mili tary posts scattered along the 
principal rivers , the remainder o f  the territory was · con­
trolled by the British traders and their Indian allie s .  
A s  the Indians increased their hos tilities agains t  the 
.Americans , the people o f  St.  Clair County asked Territor-
ial Governor Ninian Edwards in 1 81 1  that "one fort or 
block house be established in . th� sedi tious village 6 f  
Peoria, the grea� nurser� O f  hos tile Indians and traitor­
ous Bri tish Indian traders . 3 
Governor Edwards and the United States Indian agents 
a ttempted councils with the . Iridians iri Illinois in order 
that peace might be res tore d .  A t  one council in Peoria ; 
2 
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i t  was learned from a trader who had been at the Canadian 
po s t  o f  Fort Malden that the · Indian department there was 
spending £ 20 , 000 sterling over i t s  normal expenditures in 
goods. 4 The amount was thought to be for inciting the In-
dians to go on the warpath. The American government also 
attempted to buy the Indian ' s  friendship,  for the United  
States dispensed $2 , 377. 55 to  Chicago , . $3 , 25 5 . 31  " . to the 
Prairie du· Chien agency, and $1 0 ,  4 1 o . 36 to the Kaskaskia 
agency, all for trade articles . 5 
In an e ffort to s top the importation o f  goods to the . 
Indians , Matthew Irwin , factor at Chicago , sugge sted to 
the Secre tary o f  War that when the British traders visited 
the Indians in the spring o f  1 8 1 2 ,  they should be arre sted.  
But due to jurisdictional problems , the · secre tary felt 
that such a move might not be  feasible . 6 Since the manpower 
was n o t  available to poli·ce the Indian areas , the terri tor­
ial government could not continue to engage in friendly 
discussions with the Indians and ask the trad.ers to leave 
the country until peace was restored .  
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Not only· did the Americans hav� to contend with 
English traders agitating the Indians and supplying them 
with goods , but also with the rise to leadership o f  two 
prominent Indians in the Wabash River valley. The Shawnee 
chi e f ,  Tecumseh, and his  brother� The Prophe t ,  began their 
campaign of allying tribes in Indiana and Illinoi s  Terri­
tories  for attacks agains t  the s e ttlers.  Tecumseh reasoned 
that the various treaties signed by the Indians since 1 803 
with Governor William Henry Harrison o f  Indiana Territory 
were invalid because all Indians owned the lands signed 
away by various tribes .  In an e f fort to regain these lost 
lands and unite all the tribes ,  Tecumseh succeeded in ·gain­
ing British support o f  arms and ammunitio n .  Several o f  the 
Illinois Indian s ,  nam�ly the Pot tawatomie s ,  Winnebagoe s ,  
and Kickapoos ,  joined the Shawnee chie f at Prophe tstown in 
Indiana ·Territory. The . Illinois frontier remained quie t  in 
late 1 8 1 1 ,  but after 'the Indians ·de feat at the Battle o f  
Tippecanoe in November ,  these tribes again moved into the 
Illinois River valley and began their attacks . The 3ritish 
agents from Wisconsin, among them was a well-known agi tato r ,  
Robert Dickson , moved into the Illinois country with their· 
goods and also with purpo ses o f  inci ting the Indian s . 7 
The coming year brought renewed depredations to the 
7 
R. David Edmunds , "The Illinois River Pottawato!!li in 
the War o f  1 81 2 , 11 in Journal o f  the Illinois State Histor­
ical Society, LXII (Winter, 1 90'9�347 . 
. r 
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Illinois frontier. General William Clark o f  St.  Louis 
wrote the �far Department on Jan·uary 1 2·, 1 8 1 2 , that "he 
I 0 
had this moment heard, by an express from the commanding 
o fficer at  Fort Madison �riear the mouth o f  the · Rock 
RiverJ, to · Colonal Bissell , that a party o f  1vinneba- · · 
goes (part o f  them o f  The .Prophe t ' s  party ) did,  on the 
1 st instan t ,  rob and kill several American trader s ,  near 
the Spanish mines , on the Mississippi . us In addition, two 
Pottawatomi war chie fs  o f  the Peoria are a ,  Gomo and ·Main 
Poe , were �otential lea·ders in uni ting the tribe s in 
central Illinois into a striking forc e .  By spring o f  1 8 1 2 ,  
i t  became clear to the Illinois ter!'itorial government 
that some thing had to be done to les sen the wide sprea4 in­
fluence o f  .the English and keep the Indians from taking 
up the tomahawk. Governor Edwards invi ted representatives 
o f  the Kickapoo s ,  Chippe�a, Ottawa, and Po ttawatomi to a 
council a t  Cahokia on April 1 6 , 1 8 1 2 . His speech,  though, 
sounded the prevailing mood o f  frontiersmen and exe�plified 
that .underlying spirit o f  manifes t  destiny : 
We shall take Montreal and all upper Canada , 
British traders and English goods will never be 
suffered to go among you again . Our own traders 
�ill all be recalle d .  War will be waged agains t  
· you . Your country w111 · be talcen and strong gar-
risons will be built in order to re tain i t . ·  Con­
s i der how you are to live without any trade , when,  
8 
Steven s ,  "Illinois -and the War o f  1 ? 1 2 ,  " .. 9 6 .  
I J '. 
at the same time , you will be so harassed with 
war, that you cannot hunt nowhere with safe ty. 9 
Governor Edwards ' threat seeme d to echo the thought that 
only by taking Canada would the fur trading problem be 
settled.  In spite o f  the warning, Gomo ' s  band be3an buy­
ing guns and . ammuni tion from Bri tish traders operating as 
far south as Peoria. 1 0  On June 1 8 ,  1 8 1 2 ,  war was declare d 
between the United State s an.d Grea t  Britain. 
Mos t  of the Illinois  tetritory was now in turmoil as 
the Indian s ,  supplied w i th British goods , increased their 
attacks�  During the years between 1 8 1 2  and 1 8 1 4, the In­
dian trade shrank to a small portion o f  i t s  pre - 1 8 1 2  vol� 
ume . Unable to acquire goods and hampered by the Indians ' 
desertion of the trap line , the traders o f  John Jacob · 
A s tor ' s  new enterpris e ,  the Southwe s t  Fur Company, all but . 
ceased operations . The United States Indian factory at 
Chicago was forc e d  to close . Unfortunately, when the fac-
. tory closed,  i t  was successfully undermining the British 
trad e .  By the end o f  fiscal year 1 8 1 2·, the fac tory ' s  debts 
. · 
to talled 3 1 8 , 785. 25 while i t s  �redits were 320 , 559 . 1 9 . 1 1  · 
But , for the year ending in April of  1 8 1 3 , the factory ' s  
9 
Ibid . ,  1 02-1 03.  
1 0  
Thomas Forsyth to Governor Ninian ·Edwards , Jun.e 8 
1 8 l 2 ,  in darter, ed. , Territorial Papers , XVI ,  220. 
1 1 
American State Paners : Indian A f fairs , . II ,  37 . 
. I _, 
debts were '20 , 375 . 04 ,  its credits were $20 i 1 72 . 26 ,  and · 
i t  lost in pro�erty taken or des troyed the amount o f  
$1 3 , 074. 47 . 1 2  
The superintendent o f  the Indian trade reported that 
Chicago purchased only $5 , 886� 69 worth o f  furs and had 
been sent $5, 097 . 06 in merchandise during 1 8 1 1 -1 81 3. 1 3  
'. 
On August 6 ,  1 8 1 2 , the factor at  Chicago wrote John ¥ason , 
the superintendent o f  the Indian trad e ,  that "the packs 
from the Chicago Trading House (99 in number )  have fallen 
with some public le tters , directed to me , into the hands 
of the British. 1 4  Nine day.s later the Fort Dearborn mass­
acre occurred, leaving the Chicago area in the hands o f  
the British . and their Indian pawns.  With the fort and 
factory in Chicag6 las t :to the enemy, the whole o f  north­
ern Illinois down to Peoria was out o f  American control .  
When i t  was learned that English agents were in the 
north, some in Chicago , supplying arms and ammunition to 
the tribe s ,  renewed e fforts were made to take the area. 
Between 1 8 1 2  and 1 8 1 4  expeditions under Governor Edwards, 
General Howard o f  Louisiana, General Clark, and o thers 
penetrated into the portion o f  Illinois held by the 
Po ttwawtomies .  By 1 8 1 4  the British supply o f  goods 
1 2  
Ibid. , 42 .; 
1 3 
Ibi d . , 56-8. 
1 4  
Carter, e d . , Territorial Papers , XVI, 256 . 
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dwindled and · the Indians were accuse d  o f  aiding the 
American s .  1 5  In mid- 1 8 1 4  many o f  the Pottawatomi bands ,  
e specially those under Gomo and Black· Partridge , moved 
south to Peoria and began trading with the s e ttlers there . 1 6  · 
Conditions in the Iliinoi s  territory began stabilizing by 
1 8 1 4, and with the Treaty o f  Ghent provision, calling. for 
the British to leave the area south o f  the border , it . 
seemed the Indian trade would pass . under American c'ontrol .  
It  now became the express purpose  o f  both· the Illinoi s  
territorial government and . the Uni t e d  States  government to 
bring peace to the frontier and to trade with the Indian s .  
John Kinzie , a trader o f  long standing in Chicago before 
the war, was sent from Detroi t  on a fact-finding mission 
by the government to see how the Americans might better 
their trade relations with the tribes in riorthern Illino i s .  
He learned that a . general condition o f  hos tili·ty s till pre­
vailed among the Indians and that pacification would be 
the government ' s  main problem. 1 7  He also 'f ound that in 
1 8 1 4  nine-tenths of the trade. was s till carried on by the . 
Canadians operating under the cloak o f  John Jacob Astor ' s  
1 5 
Edmunds , "The Illinois ·River Po ttawa to mi , 11 359 . 
1 6  
Forsyth t o  General Howard , July 6 ,  1 8 1 4 , in Carter, 
ed . ,  Territorial Papers , XVI, 446-47. 
1 7  
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Southwe st Fur Company. Besides supplying the Indians . 
with better quality goods.,  these traders also gave them 
generous amounts of 11quor. 1 8  
As  peace followed the War o f  1 8 1 2 ,  the Illinois 
country rapidly developed into an area of intense compe­
tition for control o f  the Indian trade . The United States 
quickly renewed its e fforts in the fur trade by estab_lish­
ing new factorie s .  The Southwest Fur Company, formed in 
partnership with the Montreal merchants , became solely 
American owned under the name · Of  the American Fur Company. 
Yet ,  .the British · trade influence remained leaving three 
different forces  engaged in a competitive battle for the · .  
Indian ' s  trade . 
As the United States took control o f  the fur trade 
center at Mackinac , which had been the seat of British 
commercial .activity, the Canadians simply moved -to the 
neares t  sites on British �oil. From Amherstburg opposite 
Detroit and Drummond Island near th� Mackinac strai.ts , . 
the English traders and agents began a policy of gift-
· givi·ng in the hopes o f  re taining their hold on the Indians . 1 9  
The British were not slow in returning to the territory to 
1 8  
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1 9  
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. , ... . 
continue trading , nor were they appreciated by the terri­
torial autporities.  On September 1 8 ,  1 81 5 ,  Governor Edwards 
and Indian Agent August� Chouteau, in a letter to the 
Secretary of War, wrote . "a number of British traders_, with 
goods to a great amount ,  on which they have paid no dutie s ,  
have arrived on the Mississippi , and w e  feel well assured 
that many of the difficulties that have occurred with · the 
Indians ,  and which still .continue ,  are justly attributabl.e 
to . that class of people . u20 
The agreement between Astor and the Montreal merchants 
in 1 8 1 1  was to last five years or un ti.l such time as an · 
exclusion law was passed by the United States prohibiting · 
unlicensed traders from : entering the boundaries o f  the 
. United States .  British traders were still operating in the 
Indian country in 1 81 5 .  Therefore , upon recommendation 
from Governor Lewis Oas� :of Michigan Territory, Congres s ,  
in an effort to curb Canadian influenc e ,  passed a licen­
sing law. 
Licenses to trade with the Indians within the 
territorial limits of the United States shall 
not be granted to any but citizens . of the United 
States .  unless by the express direction of the 
President of the United States ,  and upon such 
terms and conditions as the public interest may 
in his opinion require . 21. 
20 
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Foreigners who brought merchandise .in to the territories · 
without a license could be fined or imprisoned .  And, the 
governors and Indian agents in the various territories 
were allowed to issue the license since they had better 
knowledge of the character of the traders. Whether or not 
suc.h a law would successfully . reduce the British influence 
remained  to be seen. 
The ·united States ,  _in its e fforts to combat the power 
of the private traders , :began reestablishing and enlarging . 
its previ.ously begun factory system. In councils and con­
versations with the .Indians of the Illinois Territory, the 
government learned that many of the complai�ts . of' the tribes 
were "accompanied by pleas that the United States establish 
. factories at other points in . the t.erri tory besides the one 
at Chicago. "22 President: Madison requested Governor Edwards, 
as well as Auguste Chout:eau, to "avail yourself' of' the op­
portunity to inform the Indian tribes that it is intended 
to establish strong posts very high up the Mississippi, and 
to open · trading houses at tho.se points or other suitable 
places for their· a·ccomm.odation. 2·3 By placing posts at · 
strategic points including the one at Chicago , the .govern­
ment hoped to reach more tribe.a than 1 t had been able to · ' . . 
22 
Bessie Louise Pierc e ,  A History of Chicago , 1 673-
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do prior to the war. New ·!facitories were to be opened at 
Prairie · du Chien and Fort Edwards. The government would
. 
; . 
' 
. also .enlarge its ability :t.o police the Indian country 
· against foreign traders by adding additional military 
forts at Rock Island and .Peoria. 
The Ame�ican government was well aware its Iridian . 
policy had to be a concerted eftort toward friendship and 
understanding of the Indian·' s needs. The opening of more 
factories was one way of meeting those · needs. Other methods 
· contained in · John Kinzie ' s  plan of trade with the Indians 
which he reported to the territorial governor of· Mi'chigan . 
include d ;  ( 1 ) exclude whiskey from the Indian country; . ( 2 ). · · · 
employ_ Indian agents .who understood the Indian language s  
and dlspositions; ( :5 )  exclude all whfte men from the Indian 
country except those direc�ly authorized by the United 
. ' 
States government ;  and (4 ) : protect American traders from 
British competition by the use o f  the armed forces located 
at strategic points. 24 America had to �estore trust and 
faith as well as influence with the Indians .  Comme�cial. 
diplomacy marked American-Indian relations following the 
War o f  1 8 1 2. 
Thomas Forsyth, a trader a.t Peoria before the war who 
I 
was later appointed an Indian agent, also expre ssed his . .  · 
24 
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view on t·rading w1 th the· � Indians.  He felt the British 
government had an excellent Indian Department ,  e specially 
I ' 
since no one could be a� ·agent unles s  he knew the language ,  
' . 
customs , and manners of : the · Indians . 25 Forsyth _echoed . many 
of �he thoughts of Kinzie ,  notably those on liquor and 
the exclusion of foreign traders. But, as he stated in 
his letter to. Governor Clark ori September 22 , 1 8 1 5 :  
We see few or no . ·.A merican traders in any part 
o f  the Illinois Country ; two reasons may be given 
for this : first ,  Indian .. goods • • •  are always sold 
so · high and at · very short credit • • •  second, it 
is impossible that :any ·individual can purchase 
goods in this country and sell them as cheap as 
the factories .  26 : · · · I 
If American traders were· furnished with goods as equal in· 
. i . . 
quality and price as the· Canadians ,  and if foreign emis- . 
. saries were stopped, then the ·Indian would not make war 
against · the United State'�·. 27 ·on the other hand, it ·was. wel·l 
lmown by all involved in. the trade that the British traders 
who were sincere in · developing the trade were greatly ·. 
needed since so few Americans knew . the Indian character. 
Both Kinzie and Forsyth ��w not the exclusion o.f all for- ' . ·  
e igners , but merely · those ; who would wrongly influence the . 
Indian. 
i • 
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CHAPTER V 
ECONOMIC RIVALRY . 
1 8 1 4 . - ' 1 8 1 8 ·· 
The reopening o f  the government ' s  trade factory in 
chicago , which was .closed during the W'ar , certainly sig- · . · .  · 
naled the United State s '  venture into the fur trade . The 
Chicago loc&tion was advantageous for a variety of rea� : �· 
sons .  Along with a military post ,  i\ serv�d to check the . 
travel of traders coming ; from the British dominions .to 
the Illinois country. The factory ' s  l�cation ·wa� also 
within the heart o f  the ' Indian coµntry or at least .within 
easy reach by water or overland travel from many villages • . 
By 1 8 1 5  several of the Illinois .Indian tribes lived . 
' . 
either on the Illinois River or its tributarie s . · The Pot-
tawatomie s ,  under Main Poe ,  had · a permanent village thirty­
six miles up the . Fox River � and scattered villages were . lo-. . . 
ca ted on the headwaters 'of the. Kaskaskia and Kankakee. 
rivers . 1 The Kickapoo ,  in addition to· living in the . Sanga- . 
mon valley, lived on t}le. Vermilion and· .Kanka�ee ri ve.�s . 
Little Deer, with' perhaps 200 braves�- was. on the Verm111o·n 
·l 
Wayne c. Temple , Indian Villages o f  the Illinois · 
Country .( �pr1ngf1eld, 1 �58), 1 41-42 • . 
- -
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and a group of Klckapoos 'ifere on the Kankakee with Bad 
Sturgeon, a Pottawatomi , chief. 2 Many Pottawatomi also 
82 
moved from the Michigan Territory to Chicago as well as 
' 
to the Fox River, and large numbers of Ottawa and Chippewa 
were in the area.3 The Secretary of War, in September, 1815, 
estimated the Indian population of northern ~llinois as: 
Sacs and Foxes about 4400; the Pottawatomies·' numbered 
about 4800; the Kickapoos ·at 1600; and the Winnebagoes 
approximately 24oo.4 
The . factor in Chicag0 was Jacob Varnum and Charles 
Jouett was assigned as Indian agent. The factory opened with 
a considerable stock as John Mason indicated to the Secretary 
of liar on July 11 , 1815: "goods to the amount of $20,000 
are now prepared at this office and will be moved in a very 
few days ••• intended f6r two fac~ories one to be establish-
ed at the Military post ·on . Green Bay of Michigan and one at 
which may oe located at or near Chicago on Lake Michigan."5 
2 
Temple, Indian Villa ,Qj es ·of ' ~ Illinois Country, 167. 
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John Kinzie to Lewis Cass, July 15,1815 in Clarence E. 
Carter, ed., The. Territoria l Papers of the United States. 
Illinois Territory, XVII, 201. 
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Lizzie Brown, "The Pacification of the Indians of 
Illinois a f ter the 1:far of 1 81 2, 11 in Journal of the Illinois 
Sta te Historica l Society·, VIII (October, 1915T,--s5'2. · 
- J 5 · .. ,; ', J II Reuben Gold ThwaJ. tes, edo, The Fur Trade in l"i' isconsin, 
1815-1817, 11 in Collections of the State Historical Society 
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Furs were to be returned . through Mackinac and Erie to 
Pittsburgh. On August 20, · 1 8 1 5 ,  Varnum rece ived an invoic.e 
o f  goods being sent to Chicago · totalling · sixty-five pack­
ages amounting to $9 , 45 � . ? · Jus t exac�ly how suc c e s s ful the 
factory would be in comp·e ti tion w1 th the private traders 
could no t be asce rtained since the quality o f  goods tell 
far below what the British could o ffer •. Mason attested to. 
this when he wrote Varnum in 1 8 1 5 ,  "these goods are neither 
well chosen · or as advantageously bought as could be desired 
but the scarcity and present high pri c e s  of articles suit­
able for our purposes left us no choice in the desire � • •  "7 
From 1 8 1 6  to 1 8 1 8  the Chicago factory constantly faced . 
competition from private :traders and any suc c e s s  it had was 
. only temporary . Since the factories· operated on the idea · . · 
that they could o f fer cheaper good s ,  they were plagµed with 
individual traders , including the British, .sending Indians .. 
to the factori'es to .Pu
.
rqqase . goods · �or them. Governor Edwards 
mentioned this very fac� .to �e . true in a letter to the Sec-
' . 
J • .. • .• 
re tary o f  War in 1 8 1 5 . 8 iThe Governor also state d that · the 
6 
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State Pape rs - Documents Legislative and Execu tive of � 
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first Congre s s  to the third ses sion o f  the thir tie th Confre s s ,  
inclusive ; Indian Iffairs (Washingto�, TS32-1861), I I ,  6 . · 
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- . . 
inabilities to o ffeF credit and trade With : .the Indians at 
their villages were far greater disadvantages to the fac�.ory 
system than the single advantage of offering cheaper goo.ds . 9 · 
All o f  these restrictions . did not help the commercial dip­
lomacy the .. United States. government hoped for with the In­
dians.  
Despite these drawbacks , the · Chic�go factory opened · 
and attempted to carry on a profitable trade . From the per­
iod 1 8 1 6  to March 1 8 1 8 ,  : rece ipts at the factory totalled 
. . . 1 0  $2, 253, but its expenses  netted a loss o f  $2, 000. In the 
government ' s  fiscal statement o f  merchandise �nd transporta- . 
tion costs of goods sent ; to the factori�s  and o f · furs ,  p�l­
tries ,  and other property received, the figures for Chicago 
. indicate d :  
Year 
TABLE II 
STATEMENT SHOWING AMOUNT OF TR.ADE GOODS ANDb COST PLUS CASH AND FURS PURCHASED AT  CHICiGO 
Amt. of Goods Cost Cash Amt .  from sale o f  furs 
-
1 8 1 6  $2, 505. 93 $51 4 . 1 3  $464. 95 - In Operation , .. 
1 8 1 7  
1 8 1 8  
1 8 1 9  
5 , 474. 90 . 922 .81  495. 01 $4,598 . 25 
1 ' 807. 85 }88. 38 454. 02 1 , 758 . 57 
none non_e . .  2 .  350. 21  521 . 85 
b 
American State Papers : Indian Affairs, II,  203 . 
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Certainly, ·t he.re was not · a profit to be found during any of 
these years.  By 1 8 1 8  the · competition from both American and 
British traders was heavy enough to reduce the busine ss to 
a level at Chicago sufficient enough to only pay the inter­
preter. 1 1  The -b�siness continued_ to decline until the fac- · 
tory closed ·in the 1 820 ' s .  
Two other fac tories opened after the war to trade with 
the Illinois Indians .  The location of a factory at Prairie 
du Chien seemed a sound investment by the government since 
many tribes inhabite� northern Illinois .  And ,  with so many 
Canadians in the vicinity, perhaps the factory could steal 
their trade . As early as 1 81 1 ,  Nicholas Boilvine , agent at 
Prairie du C�ien, wrote ;the Secre tary of War on this sub-. 
. ject.  He said "the Unit�d State s ,  by the adop�ion of one 
simple measure·, can secU:re this trade and put an end to the 
intercourse be tween · the ;canadian traders and the Indians.  
I . i 
Prairie du Chien, from its central position , is . well calcu-
lated for a garrison and f�c tory . 11 1 2  It also had the advan- . · . · 
tage of being located near lead mines which the Indians 
worked .  The United St�tes could make more o f  a profit in 
trade for lead than peltries ,  especially since tQe British 
1 1 
Bessie Louise Pierce , A History of Chicago (Ne� York, 
1 9 37 ) , I , 27 . 
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had no use for the element. The factory was still in the 
position to trade in furs. 1 3  
· The Prairie · du Chien factory had a checkered career 
in its first years o f  operation, but by 1 81 8  i t  appeared. 
to · be making a profit. The government ' s  annual statement 
; . 
showed the following for the pos t :  
Year 
1 81 5  
1 81 6  
1 8 1 7  
1 81'8 
TABLE III 
STATEMENT SHOWING AMOUNT OF TRADE GOODS AND COST 
PLUS CASH AND FURS PURCHAS'E°D AT· PRAIRIE Dry CHIENc -- - - - ------
Amt. of Goods Cost -
a1 1 ,  1 26 .93  
21 , 485 . 26 
1 6 , 1. 69 . 86 
.. 6 ,  1 28 .  84 
$1 , 307. 1 6  
1 , 706. 41 
2 , 681 . 67 
2 , 002 . 0� 
c 
American State Pa12ers : 
cash Amt . from sale o f  -
Established this year 
$424. 1 0  $4 , 486. 39 
·3 , 1 99. 32 3, 266. 77 
1 0 , 364. 95 . 
24 , 375. 55 . 
Indian A ffairs, II ,  203. 
furs 
. .  ·�, 
Although fiscal year 1 81 8  was a profitable one due to· the 
amount of lead bought, the factory as a whole lo st money 
over the five year peri6d ·ending 1 8 1 9. The loss was attri� 
butable in part to the �isman�gement of the �ooks or the . 
charging o f  highe� rate s than actually reported to the 
government .  In a letter :to John w. Johnson at Prairie du 
Chien, SUpe.rintendent McKenney questioned the percentage 
difference : 
It appears by the s tatement that the Merchandise 
bartered was at an a�erage of 1 45 p% advance on the · 
1 3  
Ibid. 
: . 
i 
I . 
I ' . . 
. .. 
cost while that sold for cash was at an advance of 
about 1 0  p% only but on examining iour books the 
goods appear to .be put at the usual advance say 
50 p% or upwardsf 4
It is  for you , Sir , to explain 
this difference . 
McKenney was not que s tioning the devotion to duty of  factor 
Johnson, but was inquiring into the keeping of incorrect 
bo ok:s . 1 5  But ,  in June the Supe rin tenden t again c halle.ng� d 
the' quarterly re turn for March 31 , 1 81 8 ,  thusly; 
Hence , whenever. you state the cost o f  the 
Goods , you show an advance of 79 pct t:9per cent.]' 
but on the $ 1 , 687 . 60 . sold for cash you made only . 
�82 . 27� - which is  74 pct.  le ss than the profit 
made on article s ,  • · •  · • Why is it that you make . 
so little on ·what ;zgu sell for cash compared with 
your barter sales ?  · · 
If the factory chai;-ged an exorbitant percentage , i t  .: 
was not rendering goods ; to the Ingi�n at a cheaper price • . 
. The Prairie du Chien factory also outfitted traders to 
trade on public account iwith the Indians at the Fox Lead 
. . 
' 
Mine s .  One such trader,  ;Michael Briboi s ,  was furnished 
with $1 , 788. 69 ; worth of ;goods from �uly to September · 
1 8 1 8 . 1 7  The advance
' 
charged Bri.bois was 66 2/3 p�r cen t ,  
but he may have charged ;t.he Indians more , · pocketing the 
1 4  
. Reuben Gold Thwaites ,· e d . , "The Fur Trade in ·Wiscon­
sin , " in Collections of ·� State Historical Society E.!, 
Wisconsin , XX (191 1 ), 54. Tb.e ·complete return in . in Appendix 
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ext�a, · and thus leaving the. factory ' s  books invalid. 
· The other fac tory opened in the Illinois Territory 
·' 
. .  
was . at Fort Edwards on the Mississippi River. Its · purpose'  
was · to trade with the Indians ·between Prairie du Chien · and 
S t �  Loui s .  A t  first,  this factory was .a b�anch of  the· 
Prairie du Chien �gency ' and its factor was Robert Belt.  The 
factory showed some succe s s ;  for by 1 8 1 9  it was
.
made an in­
dependent agency. The government ' s  annual report recorded 
that in 1 8 1 8  the factory was sent t6 � 293.24 worth of mer­
c.handise at a cost of $828 . 22 ,  and in 1 8 1 9 ,  $4 , 638. 82 . at : " ' 
a cost o f  $502 . 1 1' .  But, : the report s tated that the furs , . 
' 
peltries ,  and some lead traded were not sold. 1 8  In 1 8 1 9-
1 820 the. factory traded :w1 th the Sacs and Foxes 2760 b.eaver 
skin s ,  922 otter, 1 3 , 440 ,ra6coon , 1 2 , 900 mu�krat , 500 mink, 
200 wildcat, 680 bear, a�d 28 , 680. deer at an e stimated value 
o f  $58 , ooo. Als o ,  the f�ctory reported 286 , 000 lbs . o f  deer 
: 1 • 
. tallow, 3 , 000 lbs . o f  feathers , 1 , 000 lbS . ·)Of . . beeswax� and 
about 1 ,  000 · bushels of  corn annually was trade.d .  1 9  If · the 
e stimates were correct , : then the fact�ry was more pro�itable . ' � . 
1 8  
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1 9  
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in its trade than e ither the Chicago or Prairie du Chien 
agencies.  
The ability of the Chicago , Prairie du Chien, and Fort 
Edwards factories to challenge . and destroy the influence of· 
the private trader, especially the Ca�adian;: was never suc­
cessful in the Illinois Territory. ·The Illinois Indians did 
not trust the intentions of the United States government. 
And, with �o many restrictions placed upon the factories ,  the 
Ind
.
ian ' s  wants and needs were bet ter met by private traders . • 
The only way the American government could successfully oust 
British influence would be to encourage private American 
traders .  Since there were so few experienced American s ,  this 
too was difficult. The only hope o f  capturing the trade for 
the United States was to support a private American concern 
using experienced French-Canadians.  The exclusion law of  
1 8 1 6 permitted only licensed traders , but if  they were work­
ing for an American company, the ·economical and political 
bene fits might be worthwhile . The government continued to 
put· some faith in. the trading houses ,  but each year they 
lost  money. 
The American concern which compe ted with the factories,  
eventually .h e lping to des.troy them, and damage d  British, in­
fluence was the American Fur Company. The 1 8 1 6  exclusion - law 
gave John Jacob Astor the opportunity to buy out the South­
west Fur Company for $ 1 00 , 000, · the first payment being · 
�23, 233. 07 to McTavish, McGillivray s ,  and Company , the large 
.., . 
. ":IV . 
" 
: , 
Montreal firm. 20 A s  a result o f  this purchase , Astor employ­
e d  the traders and · engag�s who had the neces sary experience · 
to trade. with the Indians �  This pla,ced the trade in American 
hands , and, to be legal, the American clerks o t the. · Company 
applied . for and were issued the licenses by the territorial · 
author� ties .· 
Astor and his two associate s ,  Ramsay Crooks and Robert 
Stuart , saw great opportunities in the trade o f  the Great 
Lakes region including Illinois Territory. In a le tter to 
Crooks in February 1 81 4 · concerning the region, Astor sald , 
"if we get peace • • •  we . shall make so  much money as  you 
�ant by
. 
the Indian trade . 112 1 Even those  we 11 acquain t�d with 
the trade foresaw the ne�� · tor a private concern to manage 
i t .  Ramsay Crooks had been encouraged by Charles Gratiot·, a 
. �: 
: . . . . . . 
trader at St. Louis ,  in i May 1·8 1 4  when Gratiot wrote , "the 
. 
' 
· ! • Indian trade will have · in future �o be .carried on by a Oompy 
to become profitable • • ; ·· • u22. Even Governor Edwards . wrote 
the Secre tary o f  War in November 1 81 5 ,  "whe ther a plan may 
not be devised· that will, .be equally advantageous to · the 
Indian tribes ,  and more : economical to the publi c ,. wnereby 
the Indian trade may, u��er safeguards ,  be hereafter ·carried . 
Man 
-
20 
Kenneth Wiggins 
( Cambridge , 1 931  ) ;  
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on br individuals or private companies •. • •  ?23 It was ap� 
parent that · the American Fur Company was expected to have . 
better succes s  than the : factories .  
During th� year 1 8 1 6 ,  The American Fur Company e s tab­
lished fur trading posts. in· the Illinois �erri tory : one at · 
the mouth o f  Bureau Creek, -on the south side of  the river; · · 
one three miles below Peoria, on the west side of  the Il­
linois River ;  six to · ten ' in the interior, between the · r1� 
linois and Wabash rive�s ; and three· or four on the Rock · 
River. 24 ·The tra�1ng post opposite the mouth of  Bureau 
Creek was qperateci by a Mr • . Beebeau who kept his accounts 
by a system o f  hieroglyphic s , · and the one below Lake Peoria 
was called Opa Post with Mr .  Beason in char,ge . 25 Generally , · 
: . 
the posts were located in the heart .of  the Indian c.ountry 
near the village s .  The po,st
. on the Rock Riv·er was located 
' 
within the Sacs and Foxes·• hunting area near the grand detour · i { • 
and was operated by a trader named La Sal lier.  2� The Amerio.an 
Fur Company operated two· major . outfits which supplied the . 
23 
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24 
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many posts located on · the rivers. One outfit,  which included 
the Chicago are�, was under John Kinzie , and the o ther ,  
known a s  the Illinois outfit ,  was headed by Antoine Des­
champs. · The Illinois brigade had a dozen boats which could 
carry three tons of merchandi s e . 27 Each of the outfits were 
prepared at the Mackinac headquarters of the American Fur 
Company. · 
Although the company succeeded in · e stablishing its · 
. Po sts ,  Astor expected heavy opposition from the British 
traders. He requested Pre sident James Monroe to allow the 
Indian agents in the terri_tories to grant license s ,  and, 
when the Pre sident agree d ,  the company was a�le to engage 
specific French-Canadians to trade . 28 Since many o f  these 
traders were working. for the American Fur Company , the fac­
tory· operatqrs complained about the men ' s  charac ters . The 
superintendent o f  the Indian trade wrote  to the Acting 
Secretary of War on March 1 9 ,  1 8 1 7 ,  in re'ference to Prairie 
du Chien and Chicago , that "how Major Puttoff,  Indian agent 
at Mackinack could license t�ade�s for this territory, is 
surprising to all Americans here . · The blackes t  o f' charac ters 
were permitted , and are · now trading with the Indians in every 
. direction. u29 
27 
Milo M. Quai fe , Chicago and � Old Northwe s t  1 673-
1 835 , ! S tudy o f  the evolution o f  · the Northwe s tern Fron tier 
toge ther with a Hrst'ory of FortDearoorn (Chicago , 1913), . . 278. 
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The factor at Chica�o was not pleased to see the Ameri­
can Fur Company employe e s ,  ' nor was Astor enthusiastic about 
the fac tories .  Jacob Varnum complained about the British 
subjects in the Chicago area. 30 Already
. 
John Kinzie and 
Jean Baptiste Chandonnais · were working in Chicago , and Jean 
Baptiste Beaubien joined them from 'Milwaukee in 1 8 1 8. Th� 
firm of  Conant and Mack from Detroit also had an agen.t , 
John Crafts , some French-Canadian s ,  and a post lmown as 
"Hardscrabble . "31 To the dismay of  Varnum, Kinzie purchased 
seventy-three packs. of furs from the redman , in addition to 
0 1 , 087 worth of  peltries which he had already sold · to Mr. · · 
Beaubien . 32. In late 1 8 1 6 , Kinzie ·purchased $ 1 6 , ooo worth o f  
goods from Mackinac and $4,, 000 worth from Datroi t .  33 
The use of  liquor in the fur trade was strictly for- · 
bidden, but the American Fur Company found i t  nec.essary to 
use it in order to eliminate its competition. Governor 
Edwards ordered that the Indian agents should. prohibit all 
persons from c�rrying liquor by threat o f  punishment. If 
one were caught yiolating this order � second . time , he would 
30 
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be driven from the area.  · Despite the law , Kinzie was 
shipped a keg of Maderia wine , and Chandonnais ordered 
four barrels of whiskey. 34 · 
During the year 1 8 1 8 ,  the · American. Fur Company extend­
e d  its influence over all · the Illinois Territory. Gurdon 
Hubbard, who became an employee of  'the company in northern . 
Illinois , recorded that : the trading po sts on the Illinois 
River were . located every sixty or seventy miles . 35 In the 
company ' s  se
_
ttlement bo�k of 1 8 1 7- 1 8 1 8 ,  the amount of goods· 
invoiced to employee s  on . the Illinoi s  River was : Amable · � 
Turpin , $31 6. 35 ; Alexis Lecompte , $233. 33; Louis Genereux, 
$375. 85 ;  Joseph Deschenaux , $329 . 00 ;  Antoine Deschamps ,  · 
$329 . 00 ;  and Joseph Deschamps,  $200 . 85 . 36 The company * s  
! • 
. roster o f  employees for : 1 8 1 8-1 8 1 9  showed that thirteen 'were 
working in the Prairie du Chien are a ,  thirty on the Illinois 
' 
River ,  seventeen on the :Wab'ash River, and others on the Kan-
kakee and Desplaines rivers. 37 Mos t  of these were boatmen,  
34 
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35 
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all .w ith French names ; the Wabash outfit used three inter- · · 
preters and three boatmen ; and the Kankakee group consisted 
of one clerk .and two . boatmen. 38 · 
. , .  
The American Fur Company also expanded to the Missis sip- ·
. : . . 
p 1  River below Prairie du " Chien . A license had been i�sued 
to Russell Farnham in 1 8 1 7  to trade· on the Mississippi 
River. 39 Farnham began �is operations in competition ·with 
the Unite d · States trade ' factory at Fort Edwards , and by 
1 8 1 8  there �ere twenty-two men employed by the American Fur 
Company on the lower part of the river.40 The department of . 
. .. 
" ' · 
. . · 
the Mississippi under Farnham was successful, although at · 
ti�es the company traders ran into competition with indepen­
dent traders from St. Louis. The area abounded with bands of  
�- . 
. . Sac and Fox· Indians. Liying near Fort Armstrong at Rock Is� 
land were . approximately : 1 , 000 men of . a Sac .village,  and near­
by was a Fox se ttlement · '.of 200 ·warriors . 41 Whatever success 
Farnham had with the Indians,  he did not have with . th·e 
Army. No t only did he_ ne·e. d  a license from the proper a� thor-
ities to trade on the Iilinois . side of -the Mississippi . River, . · 
• 
38 
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bu t he also needed one from the governor o f  Mi ssouri Ter-
ri tory at St.  Loui s.  In ; a le tter from Major Willoughby Mor­
gan to General Smith in St.  Louis on September 27 , 1 8 1 7 ,  the 
Major state d ,  
Sir - I send t o  Bellfontain underguard two mac­
kinac Boats with their masters and crew. You will 
perceive :E:t__ the enclosed pjers that Lt . Colonel 
Chamber L Prairie du Chien has po si tively pro­
hibited them from trading· or even conversing with 
the Indians untill they shall have o btained li­
cense from Govr·. Clark l,tl they openly declared 
that it was the ir intention to commence trading 
two or . three miles below this place. 42 
The two boats evidently belonged to the American Fur Com­
pany , for on April 1 6 ,  1 81 8 ,  Ramsay Crooks , in a letter to 
Lewis Cass of Michigan Territory , complained about · the use 
of the governmen t ' s  licensing and · checking power.
4} 
The incident caused some concern with the territorial 
government of Illinois and injured Farnham ' s trade . In 1 8.1 8  
Governo� Edwards emphasizeq the defectiveness of  the licen­
sing procedure to 
.
Thomas :McKenney who -transmitted the views 
to the chairman o f  a selec t committee on Indian affairs to 
e s tablish additional trading houses .  _The Governor st�ted , · 
"any person who tends a :bond with sufficient security • • •  is  
42 
Thwaite s ,  ed . , "The Fur Trade · in Wisconsin , "  XIX, 
479. 
43 
Crooks to Cas s ,  April 1 6 , 1 8 1 8 ,  Letter Book of Ramsay 
Crooks , American Fur Company Papers , · 1 7 , Chicago Historical 
Society .  
� r· 
entitled to demand a license as  a matter of right . 044 The 
government, de spite the. factory system ' s  faults ,  was con­
sidering the .es tablishment of a trading house on the Il­
linois River , halr�way between the mouth of the river and 
Lake Michigan. 45 The prospect of another trading factory 
in Illinois competing with the American Fur Company and 
the complaints o f  the territorial government about the 
many French-Canadians in the area led both Crooks and 
Ramsay Stuart to suggest the following to As tor : ''le t a 
Young American accompany each, to . learn the language of the 
natives ,  and get a knowledge o f  the trade .  The o ld Stock 
will soon disappear, and . leave you with the undivided Con­
troul of all the Indians within the limits o f  the United . 
States . 46 In 1 8 1 8  the President gave orders that no foreigners 
were to be licensed to trade with the Indians ,  nor could 
foreigners accompany American traders. The Indian agents 
prompted this law . because of their complaints about the in­
discriminate licensing of French-Canadians and the unc1vil1• 
zining e ffects they were having on the tribes .  Although 
there was some relaxation of the law on the frontier, agents 
44 
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did re fuse · license s ,  · and: this eventually · e f fee ted t.he 
American Fur Company ' s  ability to trade with th� Indians. 
The company trader; continued. to use the same t_ypes of . 
goods that were used in : the . trade for many years. Russell 
Farnham had b�en sent goods such as ri fles from London , · . .. . 
beaver traps ,  blanke ts , : kettle s ,  wampum, gun powder ;  and · 
cheap callicoes.  47 W .  W �  . Matthews purchased. at Montreal 
similiar articles for the American Fur Oompany : broaches ,  
arm and wris t  bands , ear wheels,  ear bobs , and Oxh_ide 
shoes. 48 The furs the traders received from the . Indian in 
re turn could command the following prices · in 1 8 1 8 :  beaver.,  
\ ' 
.· 
$4
.
per pound; bear,· $5 ; : otter,  $5 ; raccoon , $4 ; rat s ; · 22-· · . . 
25 cents ; buck deer, 90 ; cents ;  and does ,  65 cents . 49 Crooks 
! 
· reported to Farnham that ;prices for hi.s · furs were : deer · 
· ( proportions of bucks · to ·doe s ) · at .i  $ 1  each.; exchange· for 
muskrats at 25 cents;  raccoonf 50 cents ;  o tter , $4�50 per . 
pound ;  beaver, $3 .50 ;  and buffalo robes at ·$3.25 each. 50 
' ' Prices changed with location· and condition. In a le tter from · 
: _; ' Ramsay Crooks . to William ,H. Wallace at Fort Harrison near 
47 
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Terre Haute in 1 8
.
1 9 ,  th:e· price of raccoon pelts was 43 
cents each, o tter was $3. 50 per pound, beaver skins varied 
at �3.00 ,  and muskrats �ere considered too high at 25 
cents � 5 l  
As  Illinois approached s tatehood in  1 81 8 , the Indian . 
trade was still a competitive business between the govern­
ment factories and the American Fur Company. The factories 
were on the losing end of this competition. In 1 818 Jacob 
Varnum ' s trade at Chicago anroun.ted to only $25 . 52 The· ·fail� 
ure and · eventual. death of the · factory sys;tem can. be attri­
buted to a number of conditions. Being a governmen t  insti-
. tution , the factory ope�ated . under many rules and regulations 
that prevented i t  from meeting the needs of the. Indian. 
Among the many restrictions was the inability of the system 
to follow the Indian to ; his villages · with quality goods.  : 
Governor Cass wrote the · Secretar.y' of War 1n September 1_8 1 8  . ·
. 
concerning goods sold at · the public .t rading houses :  "I have 
_no means of ascertaining ; .the quantity o f _ goods which they 
CfactoriesJ annually . se).l , _ but I am .certain it  constitutes · 
a very small portion . of ' the amount ,  which enters and is · sold 
' . 
in this extensive countr1·. u53 A majpr reason for the failure 
5 1  
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of  the factories was the misunderstanding by the Indian of  
the system ' s  pu�pose . Major Marston, commander at Fort Arm­
strong, realized this when the Indians told him, "You are a 
pash-i-pash-i-ti � (a fool ) our Gr�at Father is certainly !12. 
trader ,  he has sent those goods to be  given to us,  as pre­
sents;  but his Agents are endeavouring to cheat u s ,  by 
selling them for our peltries . 1154 
The government .was . also hampered by its inability to 
invest enough money �n ·the factory system. A private con­
cern had the capital to operate , especially since it could 
follow the Indian with more personnel .  Governor Cass em-
phasized this point to the. Secretary of War on September 
1 4 ,  1 8 1 8 :  "the capital employed �y Government in this quar- . 
ter is so small compared with the general amount of  the 
trade , as t� produce iitile e ffect . �55 And , with reference 
! : 
to the competi tion, the Governor concluded ·, 1 1the public 
trading establishments injure the private traders . by bring-
ing into competition with them in the Indian marke t .a capital 
for the use and management of  .which no advance is required, 
and that they render the· Government obnoxious and " con temp-
ti ble to the Indians . 1156 ·out of the whole enterprise , less 
54 
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than a third of the govern_ment ' s. investment of $300, 000 wa·s . 
recovered ,  and what merchandise re.mained was considered so 
second-rat� as not to be worthy of gifts to the . Indians. 57 
In his own words , Governor· Ninian Edwards expressed the . di!-
iiculties faced by the factories :  
On this supposition , Mr. Johnson (our factor ) 
arrives at Prairie du ·Chien next autumn with his 
G 1 0 , 000 worth of goods ;  Mr. Dickson, having ob- · 
tained an equal quantity at St .  Joseph ' s ,  reaches 
the Indian villages about the same time . Both of 
these gentlemen are bound to refund to their res­
pec tive Governments the cost of the goods ,  includ­
ing the expense o f  .transportation . The Indians to 
whom they must vend them are ,  the Menomo�ie s ,  Win­
nebagoes ,  Sac , Foxe s ,  Chippweas,  and Sioux, ( the
. very Indians intended to be supplied by our fac tor) . 
The former 'remains stationary at Prairie du Chien, 
selling only to those Indians who go there prepared · . 
to make prompt payment ;  the latter pursues the , usual course of the trade , and sends his engages 
to winter with the Indians on their hunting 
grounds . Can any man in this world ,  at all acquain­
ted with the geography of the country, the situation 
and the habits of the Indians ,  and the his.tory of · 
the fur trade , he sitate to believe that,  under 
_such circumstance s ,  the latter gentleman would be 
able to sell the most goods ,  to obtain tne best 
price , and :to make . .  the earlie st  payment to his 
Government?5� 
The extinction of the ·factories came in 1.822. Those 
who lobbied against the · factory system were none other 
than agents of the American Fur Company who found a 
'57 
Robert Way , "The United States Factory System for 
Trading with the Indian s ,  1 796-1 822, 11 in Mississippi Valley 
Historical - Review, VI ( September, 1 9 1 9 ) ,  233-34. 
58 
Edwards to Secretary of War William H. Crawford,  
November ,  1 8 1 5 ,  American State Papers : Indian Affairs· , II . 
65. 
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speaker in Missouri .Sena tor ·rhomas Hart Ben ton . l'he Ameri­
can Fur Company continued to dominate the trade in Illinois 
until the Indians finally cede d  their lands and moved 
across the Mississippi River in the face of advancing set­
tlements . 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCERNING· ME.ANS . AND ENDS· · 
'· . . , 
The history of the · f�r t�ade in Illinoi� has been 
shown as a highly
. 
compet1 tive bu siness  between thre
.
e 4o­
mineering _ nation s :  France ,  Great Britain , and the United 
.· .·· 
. . 
State s .  For a century and a quarter, · the se countries com- . .. . 
peted with each otb�r for political domination over the · 
Illinois country. · The streams and wilderne ss areas se;rved· . . 
as the battleground in which Franc e ,  then Great Britain , 
and finally, the United : states struggled to win . the friend-
' •#, 
ship of the various tribes . and gain control of their trade . 
Al though wars were fought be tween the nations for the geo-· 
graphical control of the Old Northwe s t ,  muc.h of the econo.mic 
rivalry was carried o� by the fur trader and his canoe . It 
was these fron tiersmen who carried their boats over portages ,  
built their posts along the rivers , and made the initial 
c·on tac ts with the· Indians .  Though . the . Indian trader saw him­
self as a free agent trying ta· make a profit and covet the ' 
friendship of the Indians ,  the bureaucrats in the capital 
cities saw him as a diplomat spearheading their dominance - of  
the Indian and his lands.  
The importance of arty staple , whether it be cottori� 
1 04 
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loping the Indian trade . Only through_ this_ enterprise could · 
France attain any measur·e of  world importance as a colonial .. 
power in North America. Great Britain was already develo�irig 
her colonial s trength on: the Atlan tic seaboard, and Spain 
con trolled the .. southern portion of  North America. 
The development o f  good relations with. the . Indians,  . the. 
use and growth o'f waterways as highways ,  the beginnings of  . 
. . 
I 
·' 
. . . � 
: I : . 
. ; 
! • 
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settlements,  and the establishment of  posts are all accre­
dited to the French. The .�ventual settlement of Illinois 
. 
might have been retarded · had . not the French laid t�e ' founda- · · 
tion for t�e state ' s  development and growth through the fur 
trade. Even when France ' lost political control of  Illinois ,  
Frenchmen still dominated �he trade . 
In replacing France ' as the political heir to the Il� 
linois country, Great Britain introduced new methods in 
6onducting the Indian trade .  France  relied upon the indepen­
dent trader to carry on no� only the trade , but also di�lo­
matic relations with the tribes.  The British took a more 
institutional approach to the enterprise .  By the latter 
half of the eighteenth c entury, the market in Europe demand-
. ed more and more furs .  The Industrial Revolution left Eng­
land with an efficient organizational attitude toward manu- · 
facturing and tra.de .  The" government in London ·sought to in­
stitutionalize the Indian trade through, companies regulated 
by the Board of  Trad� . 
To promote :f'riendlie·r relations with the Indians ,  main­
tain peace ful conditions' on the frontier, and mee t  the d�mands 
of  the fur marke t in Eur.ope , Britain encouraged large organ­
izations to carry on the ·trade . •. These associations could 
e ffectively meet the needs o f  the Indian for trade goods 
while at the same time assure the British of political con­
trol over · Indian lands. In the last quarter o f  the eighteenth 
century , the fur trade grew to such proportions that it  
I . . I 
. 
· I 
! ' 
could be only handled by o6mpanies with the personnel ,  ·cap1� . 
tal ,  and access  to cheaper manufactured trade article s .  ·But . .  
· even with these  advantages ,  the British traders had to com-. 
pe te with the independent Frenchmen .  · 
In spite of  
.
the compe tition , the English made their 
. . 
contribution to the Indian trade in the Old Northwest  by 
placing the trade on a more permanent foundation . Illinois 
became the mainstay of two important . Br.1 tish concerns ,  the 
Northwe st  and Mackinaw Companie s .  Both o f  these organizations 
were vital to England ' s  ; trade relations with the Indians and · 
' 
the maintainence of her 'strong position in the Old Northwes t . · 
Thus ·' even after the . American 
.Revolution , the · econoillic · his- · 
tory o f  Illinois was dominat e d  by Britain ' s d e sire to re-
. tain control o� · the trad�. 
When Americans· won it:heir . independence , the United States . .  
gained political jurisdic'tiori over the Indian trade· south of  
the Great Lakes .· But the: ·1ack of  experience of  American tra­
ders prevented them fro� driving the British out of  the 
newly acquired territory. The English contended · that imm�di-
ate removal of their po�ts would bririg firtancial disa�ter to 
the Canadian merchants.  ·Not until 1 796 did the Bri tisl1 final..: 
ly remove their posts nor.th o f  the international boundary. · 
During. the twelve year period from the · end of  the revolution 
. to the signing· of  Jay ' s  Treaty, the English traders continued · '  
to carry on. their commerce with tbe Indians . 
: ' 
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The first American: attempt to secure the fur trade was 
. . 
made by the United Sta t,es  government i tse1f as a. compe ti.to
.
r 
with the private compan�es and ·individual . traders • .  The plan · 
. . . 
was largely one of benevolence toward the Indian and :was 
. ' 
established under the Congressional Act of 1 796 which pro-, . ·. : 
vided for the · bui.lding of trade f�ctorie s  in the Indian _ . 
country. Th.e f.actories · were designed to assure the. Indians 
of a fair ·trade and to hinder the harmful practices of the 
foreign t�aders� The government ' s . trade sys�em op�rated for 
twenty years,  but rematqed ine ffective in competing with and 
lessening Br.1 tish influence .· The paternalistic atti t�de of 
. 
the Ame.rican government : aided in the downfall of the · factory 
enterprise .  But as a gov�rnment institution, the . trading 
houses were. strapped with too man� ·rul,es and regulations 
. .  
that did not affect .the . foreign trader. Despite its many · . 
· faults ,  the government venture was somewhat self".'9susta..ining 
. . 
and it did drive many of . its competitors to becoming ardent· 
opponents of �he ins titution. 
The most  outspoken :antagonist of the factory sy.stem was 
· John Jacob Astor� His enterprise , the American Fur Company , 
· was the only c·ommercial '.hope of the United States in actively. 
competing with . the British traders in Illinois .  Durtng the · . · 
· War of 1 8 1 2  much of the ·trade in Illinois was curtailed and 
· and Astor had the opportunity to make the
. American Fur Com• 
pany supreme in the trade of� the Great Lakes region • . He 
. . . · 
. ·, 
.)• 
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,, 
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! 
. 
. . 
succeeded  in buying out· the Southwest Fur Company , the 
British concern which conducted most  of the tra·de and com-
peted with the fac tories .  As tor was also instrumental in in­
fluencing Congress to exclude all foreign trading· companies 
from working on United States territory. Certainly, the . 
United State s '  success in curtailing British influence and 
gaining control of the trade would not have been possible 
I 
The history of the : Indian trade in Illinois  is also · · 
the his tory of contact between the European and American 
· civilizations. The · trade goods the Indian received helped 
to change his way of life . His:. limited culture provided the 
trader with an endless de.mand fo·r the more advanced European 
. products.  As the Indians became more and more dependent . upon 
· the trader, they also f�ll victims to the evil influence of 
tlie '.:European. Little did the Indian realize that he was b�­
ing used by the governmental leaders of France , . Great Britain, 
and the United State s as they each sought control of Illinois.  
This aspec t  o f  the trade· is  what make s its  conduct so per- . 
plexing. The independent trader was cont�nt to carry ori his 
busine ss with the Indian devoid o f  any political »strings · 
from his country. But , as colonial growth, capitalism, and · 
. ' 
. ! '  
; :  ; 
.. . . '"' 
international politics inter.twined themselves with the trade , 
I 
the whole enterprise took on a vicious nature . The struggle 
.· 
over domination of the Great Lakes trade resulted 1.n wars , · · 
chaos among the Indian s ,  and a see thing influence to use 
. . 
the Indian for political gains.  
The century and a half over which the Indian trade was 
conducted in Illinois left its impre ssion on the state ' s  
history. ·Fur traders made the initial ·exploration o f  the 
Illinois rivers and contacts with the Indians .  Illinois was 
at the center o f  the .cutthroat competition be tween three 
nations. The French coureurs � bois and voyaguers sough� 
to make the territory part of  ·the • economic foundation of  
' . 
their New World emp�res �  . Great Britai� maintained its 4omin-
. ence over .the area and the trade through large fur trading 
organizations until the ·war of  1 8 1 2 .  The United States. at­
tempte.d to covet the Indian ' s  .friendship through its $OV�rn­
men t factory system. Finding this method ineffec tive , the 
United States supported _and aide d ,  �i th congre�sional l
.
egis- · · : . · · 
lation, the e fforts of the American Fur Company in driving 
British competition out of  the Great Lakes region. 
The fur trade .foste:r_e d  the development and growth of 
settlements in Illinois.i The French communities of Kaskaskia� · . . 
I 
' 
Cahokia, and Peoria owe ·their economic existence to p9sts 
built by the traders and; fur trading companies. Traders from 
the Southwes t ,  Michilimackinac , and American Fur Companies .· · 
established . stations on the interior rivers of  Illinois. 
I ; . . , . 
These traders joined o thers in opening contacts  with · the In­
dians that later proved· essential in acquiring Indian lands • . 
. Chicago was founded as a direc t  r
'e sult of the Indian trade . • . 
Jean Baptiste du Sable , a black French trader, located. hi·s 
post . there in 1 779. Later, the United States government . · 
built one of its  trade factories at Chicago , and the · �meri-
can Fur Company used the area as its entrepot for the Illin­
ois country. Private traders also spearheaded the advance . 
o f  settlements by opening up the wilderness.  Traders like 
the Lartoniere brothers , who had a post on the Sangamon 
River ,  brought the white man ' s  culture to the Indian thus 
changing the tribal way of life , an·d making the Ind·ian de- . 
pendent upon the white man. 
The c�anges brought about in the Indian ' s  culture re­
�ulted in his eventual r�moval from Illinois. Consequ�ntly • . 
. . . . . . 
the Indian trade ' s  contribution in Illinois is a negative . 
one . The fur trader was the' avant guarde of civilization � s  
advance into the frontier. But the trader brought behind 
him the greedy, competitive , and selfish attitude of settlers 
whose only desire was to drive the Indian from his la.nds. 
The Indian was duped into signing treaties by political 
leaders who used the fur trade ·in winning the Indian ' s.  de­
pendence and confidence ,· not his friendship. · 
. . 
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APPENDIX I 
• • 
John Kinzie , who had been a trader at Chicago b.efore· ' 
the War o f  1 8 1 2 ,  was sent on a mission by the territorigl . 
government of Michiga� to ascertain why the Indians of the 
Chicago region were so adverse to the United States and 
American traders. This is  his recommendations to Lewis . 
Cass of Michigan Territory on the commerce with the Indian 
in April 1 81 5 .  
1 .  To give notice to all the tribes o f  Indians 
as early as possible that peace is established be­
tween the Government of Great Britain and the United · 
States ,  and 
· 2 .  To call the different tribes to a general 
council to settle a peace between the hostile tribes 
residi�g on the American boundary and the United 
·state s  as soon as possible , and 
3. At  the different posts that may be e s tablished . 
( appoint ) agents who are acquainted with the dispo­
sition and the language of the Nations,  
4 .  To es tablish factories at  each pos t ,  
5 .  To admit the natives to give in the memorandums . 
!or suoh articles as may best suit the climate , (and ) 
of the annuities that are allowed each nation , 
6 .  To adopt the sys·tem of having the villages of 
each nation as few as possible , and 
7 .  To allow the traders to reside only in the 
village s ,  not to carry goods into the hunting camps ,  
8.  And also to prevent spirituous liquors entering 
into the boundarie s ,  
9 .  Agents not to receive from the natives any pre� 
sents but what may be considered to be deposited in 
some place appointed by the Superintendent for the 
use of the Government ,  and the · Indians to receive 
for the same payments only out of such goods as are 
appointed here as presents , or sent to the factory 
and paid there as value , 
1 0 .  The annuities to be delivered to the nation 
1 1 2  
I ' f . ·I I ;J 
in the presence o f· the factors , or Commandant of the 
Garrison where the agent reside s ,  and their certi­
fication to accompany the Indian receipts ,  
1 1 .  Agents to visit their districts twice a 
year , 
1 2 .  To consider the chiefs as their associates 
and at times to invite ( them )  to his table so as 
to inspire the Young men of their villages that res­
pect is shown to their leaders , 
1 3 . Agents not to carry on any mercantile trans­
action with Indians or others , 
1 4 .  Agents to be empowered to give medals to 
such Indians as they may conceive are worthy to be 
made chiefs , 
1 5 .  To grant licenses to such traders as are o f  
good character only and that the trader give good · 
security according to law , 
1 6 . Government to lay out roads through the 
Indian territory from Pos t  to Post ,  particularly 
from Detroit to St.  Joseph due wes t ,  there being 
but sixty miles of land carriage be tween the waters 
of Lake Erie and Michigan , 
1 7 .  To se ttle frie.ndly Indians,  Shawneese , an·d Delewares ,  in the lands occupied by the Kickapoos 
lying between the Illinois River and the Wabash, 
1 8 . To occuoy Chicago , Green _Bay� & the prairie 
du Chien as Military posts , 
1 9 .  To hold all councils by giving wampum in 
lieu of writing instruments ,  
. 20. ·To prevent citizens to se t tle in the Indian 
boundary, also to prevent citizens to destroy their 
game , . 
21 . The Government to be as liberal as possible 
in allowing them provisioys .  Gunsmiths would be use­
ful , on to each garrison. 
1 
. . .  
James Ryan Haydon ; "John Kinzie ' s  Place in History, ·"· 
Transactions of the Illinois State Historical Society, 
XXXIX (1 932),-r"94-95 . 
APPENDIX II 
The quarterly report figuers· from Prairie du Chien 
factory on May 6 ,  1 8 1 8  that the Superintendent o f  the 
Indian Trade questioned .  
REPORT FR0!-1 PRA IRIE DU CHIEN FACTORY, I'-'i.AY §., 1 81 8d 
Bartered for FUrs etc cost $873. 55 per $21 44 . 08 gain $ 1 330. 53 
Articles had by yourself 
and asst • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  225 . 02 II 259 . 26 II 34. 24 
Indian Dept estimated cost r s .  37 II 36. 74 .. 1 8 . 37 
Contingent a/c estimated 
cost • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  � • • •  21 1 . 22 II 31 6 . 84 It 1 05 .  62 
had by interpreter esti-
mated cost • • • • . . • • . • • • •  42. 09 fl 7 1 . 39 fl 29. 30 
Sold for cash esti�aied 
cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 698. 90 II 1 974. 39 II 1 80 .84 
d 
Reuben Gold Thwai te s ,  ed . ,  "The Fur Trade - in Wiscon­
sin , " in Collections o f  the State . Historical Society 2.!, 
1·11sconsin , · XX ( 1911 ) , 54:-. 
1 1. 4  
. . . 
APPENDIX II (con ' t )  
The quarterly report figures from Paririe du Chien 
factory on June 24, 1 81 8  that the Superintendent o f  the 
Indian trade questioned .  
REPORr FROM PRA IRIE .lli1. CHIEN F.ACTORY, JUNE �' 1 8 1 8e 
What sold or barter ' d  for 
Furs and Peltries • • • • •  
Indian Matts • • • •. • • • • • •  
Wax, Tallow e tc • • • • • • •  
Corn • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Feathers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 
Indian Curiosities • • • •  
Had by Yourself • • • • • • •  
11 " R. B.  Be 1 t • • • • •  · 
11 " Interpreter • • • •  
Paid - on contingent a/c 
in Merchandise • • • • • • •  
sold for 
$9 1 3. 74 
. 6 .  
25 . 55 
1 8 .75 
9 . 37� 
4 . 00 
1 1 o . 97; 47 . 02 · 
23. 9 1  3/4 
201 . 08 
Cost of  Goods Pro fit 
$463. 63t $450. 1 0  3/4 2 .  30 . 3. 70 . 1 3. 1 9  1 2 . 36 
9 .  8 1  . 8 .  94 
2 . 45 6 .  92! . 1 .  05·i 2. 94.l.. 
96.49 3/4 1 4 . 47-f 
40.89 6 . 1 3  
1 4 . 34 3/4 9 . 57 
� 20. 20:� 80. 87i 
1 360. 40i 764. 37 3/4 596. 021 
For Cash • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 687 . 60 Cost not s tated 82. 27 �  
e 
Ibid . , 58. 
#3048 . 001 
__ , . . ..... .. . 
·' 
1, 1 5  
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